Since speaking about the underground facilities around this California
area, I am, as expected, deluged with
inquiries regarding other placements.
I will make a point of going through
the various states and giving you some
idea where the major installations are
and where there are missiles. I don’t
have time to be totally specific nor
give maps with specific tunnel runs,
&c. Plase
expect more for it is
for these writers here to
present such a thing but I will share
some ~f~rmation so that you can be
alert and you who do have contacts
might get the areas more specifically
. Revealing the
secrets is the only defense you have.
Most places are covered with rumors and things like, “. . . well, I’m
working on ‘need to know’ basis and
I said I wouldn’t tell.” This means
that number One: they are working on
something they actually know very
little about. Two: they are working
underground on installations but have
no idea of the broad picture. Three:
They are threatened on the basis of
L “national security” and threat of punishment for treason and Four: They
(with family) have been promised the
reward of safeplacement IF they keep
silent about the truth of the installations.
Already the “big boys”, as industry is shut down, are moving into

the safe shelters--you are that close to.. place to come only if prepared to
probable danger.
attend your own needs. A place will
You will now find that you will get be found for transfer if possible but at
no help from your government in the this point only “borrowed” funds
building of shelters so you are on your which MUST BE REPAID by one or
‘ ‘own’ ’, so to speak. You should two is all that there is available. We
continue to ask for public funding but publish so rapidly that the books are
do not expect it and do not base your but a burden and expense beyond
security on the possibility.
belief to you readers.
In areas of these massive underground installations and nearby “bedSPREAD THE WORD OF
room” areas,
as Tehachapi, you
l?Ilwas
have a situation of “vacaut census”-which means that you have many
It may weil be perceived that many
houses which are now partially (occ& bike are sold--many books are, but
BONY)
very soon now that the facilities are
operational and the major ‘ ‘building”
and ~ns~G~on are finished. Places
such as Tehachapi will likely end up
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pretty much a ghost town but will be
quite ideal for young industry in foodFirst, let me remind my own crew
growing, dairy farming, etc. This is
because the full underground cities to get the computers cleaned up so that
will not become effective yet, for the you don’t lose any documents to the
Elite. Ones who are not invited within insult spreading through the computer
will have to move on to find work so systems. This virus started asa quirk
much movement will need be back and whim to wipe out IRS documents
into the cities. IF YOU HAVE A but has now been turned to be used
JOB-HOLD ONTO IT FOR THERE AGAINST you-the-people. If you
IS NO PRIVILEGE OF SIMPLY lose documentation then the IRS will
“QUI’ITING”
BECAUSE YOU set
. its own estimates as to that which
“owed” to the *‘government
DON’T LIKE YOUR BOSS OR
It is better to use the ounce
L-w.
WHAT YOU DO.
To ones in this group who await of prevention in this instance and then
work in whatever is built here-don’t. stay on top of it because the full intent
Stay employed because there is not is for them to eventually have the
work yet and as things move rapidly ONLY‘computer records--the minute
along there may not be--ever. I have you go back to sleep. Especially you
repeatedly asked ones coming to this with inter-linkage systems are at great
risk--this is why I deplore hooking
into networks of any kind--you immediately lose all privacy as public air
waves and phone lines are utilized.
I can only ask that you use continuing backup into safe placement-for it is intended ihat you WBI, lose

many more are simply passed around .
and therefore no balancing income is
garnered against the next volume. It
is, however, the word which must go
forth so we are indeed pleased if you
share, copy, sp~dleormutila~-~~
is for all and we need it spread anyway
you can fmd a way--FORYOU WILL
NOTBEG~N~~GON~
MEDIA OR PRESS OF THE
ESTABLISHMENT--WHICH
IS
ALMOST 100% OF ALL PUBLICATIGNS. LARGE PUBLICA-

your data before the game ends. The
major targets as the “plague” gets
more specific is to all data exchange
systems which hold forth legal founaxon and all ~nsti~tion~ materials
for the effort is to make unavailable
case law prior to takeover by the
changed judicial system.
will also lose massive
amounts of writing if not attended
~g~ly--~scu~nt
“virus” isonly
a start and as you move along the
diseases will worsen without warning.
This is only a forerunner to warn
“their own” that the attack is ready to
begin. I cannot warn youones stmngly
enough--big stuff is coming down in
the weeks ahead and it will be you who
take precautions which will make it
through intact. You must have sepameek-upof~~~sys~rns,
preferably two or three in different placements and constantly updated. I, for
one and for instance, will not ask that
Dharma REDO anything because of
this game in point for you have been
warned sufficiently ahead of time.
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I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn,

You may call me Hatonn.

Dharma is deluged with petitions
asking direction and instructions for
personal actions.
She is not given
information of that nature any more
than are you readers. The only advantage she has against any reader is that
she has typed all the work and therefore has become privy to that which is
written--exactly as you IF you read
theinformation.
She hasno need
NOR RIGHT to interpret for you.
She is not
from day to day to
even know the subject upon which we

..

do.

worth the effort to read the material
presented--then you will simply NOT
have the answers you require for you
an
will be left to the shysters such as in
point. If you, precious writer M.R.,
spend as much time and energy on the
JOURNALS as
do on the tricks
and games, you would have the keys
for which you seek. You already don
question and deny your resource of a
present--go again within and you will DON’T!]
see that your inner truth is showing
you the facts of the matter, It is good
you write for in the seeing and thinking within the task of writing--the

and
and
go

and

will pen. I would never treat my co- response has already come to you and
workers with such dangerous

input

on

what you actually ask is my confirma-

tion of your perception.
and I ask that you not do so either.
Quote:
I will give you an example in the
form of a letter received yesterday
from a most beloved and loving being.
I ask that you ones measure these
questions against
and then consider your education in understanding YOUbeng.
the JOURNALS. If this person was
informed, there would be no letter t& knowledge. I know YOUare very
except
a

ing. We are not in the business of and trjt to
“readings” or ’‘fortune-telling”.and,
until the books are indexed, our ones Om?~~!one
53

The information within the documents revealing Truth, THE
PHOENIX JOURNALS and
are the outlays of lies and
hidden facts for which you can find
confirmation. If you don’t know
the problems and the source of the
problems, you can have no solutions.
I do not “channel”; I transmit
on a frequency attuned to my “receiver” who is simply a translator
Dfthe pulses into English. This is
true of all receivers who receive
from any of this Command come
Forthwith God for this transition of
species and planet.
The receivers mostly have no
:eference for material given until
ifter the giving and then, only for
heir own confirmation and yours.

books contains specific information-but only generalization. In this instance, however, you will find the

1

We do

spiritual

JOU~A~--~~~
process

QUOTING
entirely adversarial in nature.
that the techniques wouldn’t work if JapanesemancalledSukuinushisama.
PHYSICAL OBJECTS DON’T
HEAL
but the person dishing out this garbage
is USING people for his/her own
I can respond in one sentence: If a
ends--not the good of Godly passage
and/or Godly healing.
print

along,
1

you often enough--if you don’t find it wondrous

a

“so-c&@
a

WHICH SEEM TO BE YOUR
HONEST RESOURCE--ARE NOT!
PUBLICATIONS SUCH
NOT WHAT THEY I’ve
APPEAR-TO BE BUT MUCH QUAL- even-pmBes
ITY INFORMATION CAN YET BE
GAINED FROM THEM--IF YOU
ARE SELECTIVE AND PERCEPof
TIVE.

ones often prey upon the
Spiritual aspect of believers and seekers--to glean that which is physical,
i.e., money, recog&ion, ego which
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J
cannot take time to do a run-down of
the world. There are other CommandAs I sit to write this portion re- ers in other parts of the globe and I, for
garding missile sites and underground time reasons, will only handle the
facilities--please understand, I simply United States. Keep in mind that what
I am going to indicate does not have to
#2

sets self above another, etc., etc. God
is within each and when you heal you
only connect that power within self
with the power within another--awaken
it and allow it to heal. No more and
no less. Yes, I suggest that you
continue to remain on the list for
receiving information--God protects
his people from the adversary if you
deny HIM not. In seeking security
you lose it for in the seeking within the
physical you sever the protection of
the shield of Light for which you
serve. This is why the admonition of
the Master Teacher/Messenger when
he said: “To save your life, you must
first give it.”
I make no statement regarding the
above person in point--for if you come
into understanding of TRUTH, the
question is answered. There may be
methods of physical nature which assist individuals in focusing their thought
energy--but it will be as individual as
are you each unique. To, however,
cause the wearing or using of ANYTHING PHYSICAL to focus or disperse GOD’S LIGHT is an impossibility for God utilizes nothing of the
“physical”-- if a device focuses in
actuality--it can only focus that which
is “physical” in nature or manufacture.
Yes, the method may “work”-but it is because the person receiving
the focus--believes that it will work-no more and no less. Moreover,
anyone who would tell another that to
have a thing “work” that “you must
be a member of the club” is purely
fabricated to hold you bound to the
physical. This is total carnage of
Spirit and binding of ones into blindness to limit ability to “find truth
elsewhere’ ’. 1 ask that you ponder it.
All of you--ponder this. God is ALL-UNLIMITED, INFINITE--GOD IS
ALL--LIGHT, LOVE, HARMONY
AND TOTAL BALANCE. HE IS
THE WORD AND THE TRUTH
AND ONLY NEEDS SPEARERS
AND WRITERS IN THIS SHORT
INTERVAL UNTIL YOU ONES
REMEMBER THAT YOU, TOO,
HEAR AND DWELL WITH AND

WITHIN GOD. YOU ARE THE
LIGHT.
Now, as to “getting on ‘their’
list” to be watched, etc. Dear ones,
you are SA.FE on this list of participants. The groups in which you are
now tinkering are the most dangerous
of all to be ON. They are considered
“cults” and “occult” by the establishment and you ARE ALREADY
ON ‘THEIR’ LIST. The interesting
thing about the
and the
PHOENIX JOURNALS is that accusations are made against them--but
nothing can be found upon which to
accuse of either false teachings or
untruth and therefore, all accusations
against them are simply “that”--accusations. It is well proven that we are
none of the things of which accused
and it is known throughout the world,
We bring only truth of Spiritual reality, we come only to prepare a place
for the next coming of the higher
teachers (God if you will), we are not
subversive--in fact our full thrust is to
SAVE YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL
FOUNDATION AS A NATION, we
come in peace and even your adversary KNOWS OF OUR PRESENCE-ITISONLY YouPREcIous
“CITIZENS” FROM WHOM THEY
HAVE HIDDEN TRUTH.
GOD
attends His own--you need no
Mahikari, nor preacher, nor guru--no
talisman or ritual for within the Great
Spirit you are “whole”. Even in the
“Christian” “ faith” you need not a
“Jesus” --you only need your relationship within that ‘GOD” which he
represents in truth and goodness--by
whatever label you choose to call
GOD. So be it and please think upon
this lesson for it means the difference
in your journey and destination. The
physical thrust will always be to bind
you into the physical aspect through
fear. I ask that you release the fear and
limits--YOU DON’T NEED THEM
AND THEY ARE THAT WHICH
SHALL BE YOUR DESTRUCTION--NOT SELF INTERACTION
WITH GOD. SO BE IT.
SALU

do with simple military installations,
etc. I am only going to deal with
underground missiles and military
installations underground. I will miss
some for much is being enlarged daily-but now that most of the major construction is finished it will suffice for
impact to allow you to recognize how
truly uninformed you are as a nation.
You in the other parts of the globe can
consider that you are in equal or worse
shape--especially any ‘‘colony” of
Great Britain.
The logical inquiry regarding these
massive underground installations is
“how could they do that without having huge mountains of dirt to move
and it would show!” No it would
not--they have equipment now that
will tunnel and melt the earth material
into substance which can be utilized
for the walling and shoring. This
condenses the quantity of material into
a small percentage of that with which
the project begins. This tunneling
equipment works with a diameter much
larger than the average sized home so
you can see how advanced is the
technology.
I ask you not to write me about
specifics nor locations--I welcome any
information which any of you wish to
share for either my private confirmation or for sharing but please do not
expect me to give specifics or long
dissertations on various locations for I
shall not do so--I hesitate to even give
this much information for I will have
to increase the shielding for my own
crew because of it. I am most pleased
to handle any private correspondence
but it will be one-way for a period of
time, perhaps. Some of these areas
will only represent having underground
missiles.
I will effort to give nearby sites as
reference, i.e. : Alabama: Maxwell
A.F.B. north of Montgomery, south
of Rattville.
Anniston Army Depot south into
the Tallegeda National Forest under Cheah Mtn., drawing water
from the Coosu River.
Maxwell A.F.B, north of Montgomery, south of Rattville-drawing water from the Alabama River.
Fort Rucker: MAJOR SITE--very
large area. North to Brundidge,
east incl. Ariton, southeast to
Ozark, south almost to Hartford
and west, almost to Elba. Draw-

ing water from the Pea River Res.,
predominantly.
Massive water tunnels and underground facilities and missile
sites in an area running from
Kotzebue to Ruby to and including
all of Norton Bay.
In the Fairbanks area including all
of the Harding Lake Rec. Area.
Stoney Creek area, in the vicinity
of the
a

Arizona is so sprinkled with installations housing missiles that it
is hard to separate them from
Nevada so I will include the southeast comer of Nevada also.
Small installation between Mesquite and Glendale.
Large installations between Searchlight and Boulder City.
Border of Nev ./Ca. directly north
of Needles, Ca. in line south from
above installation.
East of Kingman some 35 miles
east, past junction of 40 and 93.
Right under and around I-40 directly in-line south of Peach
Springs. Desolate territory with
few landmarks.
Area under I-40 between (approx
midway) Winona and Winslow.
West of Phoenix under I-10,
approx. midway between Wintersburg and Quartzsite.
Between Yuma and Casa Grande
on (under) I-8, approximately
midway between Mohawk and
Sentinel.
North of Yuma on H-95 approximately midway from intersection of H-95 and I-8 and
Quartzsite.
Fort Huachuca near border with
Mexico in general areaof Huachuca
City.
In Arkansas there is a different
situation wherein you have a lot of
useful natural formations which
allow for utilization. Most of the
facility activity has been focused
on the Ft. Smith area taking in the
entire Ft. Chaffee miliary res.
California has so many installations that it is all but impossible to
point to them all. The ones
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the coast are set up so as to be open
for massive underground moving
of equipment in event of quake or
coastal devastation. Underground
tunnels are structured in order to
move nuclear submarines from
the Long Beach area to inland to
tunnels to move ground equipment by surface to inland. We will
not focus on any one area to great
extent for as we list the area, say,
of Lancaster, it will generally take
in Lancaster, Palmdale, Mojave,
Edwards and up to Tehachapi areas of Northrop, Lockheed, etc.
Remember that in this particular
listing I am giving you
Starting at the north end of the
state: a very large area including
all of the Round Valley Indian
Res.
Area all around Ball Mountain
Massive area including just south
of Alturas, including Likely and
.Madeline and east almost to
Includes the entire
Eagleville.
origin of the South Fork which
eventually makes its way to the Pit
River.
Oroville
Downieville
Yuba City and overlapping:
Nevada City, overlapping south to
Grass Valley (massive area).
LakeTahoe-Tahoma-Emerald Bay
Placerville area from Coloma to
El Dorado to Kyburz
There is a NOTICEABLE absence
of major facilities around San Francisco, but a MAJOR dual installation directly east in Nevada at
Hawthorne and including (under)
southern portion of Walker Lake.
Coastal missile facility including
Pacific Grove Monterey to Salinas--including Ft. Ord.
West of King City, including all of
Hunter Liggett Mil. Res. south
including Nacimiento Reservoir
east to overlap facility which takes
in a large area including Camp
Roberts and Paso Robles.
Major crucial sites at area of Camp
Nelson northeast of Porterville and
entire area of Tule River Indian
Res. and on south almost to
Woody--in the Sequoia Nat’1 Forest.
China Lake--massive.
ChinaLake Naval Weapons Dep.-massive.
Fort Irwin--massive. On H-54
southwest of China Lake, north-

There are only a couple of imeast Tehachapi, approx. 50 mi.
portant
bases in Illinois because it
northeast Mojave--large facility.
is expected that with great earth
Chicopee/Springfield
Lancaster/Palmdale and points
changes there will be no Illinois.
Woodstock (large facility both
east: MASSIVE, taking in areas
There is an installation and missile
from northwest of Barstow to east Mass./Conn.)
sites at Chicago and facilities of
New London
of Barstow to some 30 or so miles
both kinds at
Worchester (Quinugamond)
east of Barstow on I-15 (desolate
Chanute A.F.B. south of Rantoul.
Fitchburg (Ft. Devans)
i3.M).
Ft. Massac at the Ky. border north
All
the
Military
Reservation
and
This area is in conjunction with the
of Paducah.
mammoth areaof theNellis bomb- Nat’1 Guard Facility east of Buzzard
ing and gunnery range and the Bay.
Atterbury Reserve Forces Trainentire Las Vegas area.
ing Ground including Brown
Florida is a strange place in that
In the Palmdale/Lancaster area
County
State Park.
major underground, facilities are
must be included Edwards A. F. B.,
Crane Naval Weapons Support
lacking but missile bases abound
a facility on H-395 at Adalanto
Center
in clusters. This is because of the
and a facility on I-15 between
Jefferson Proving Grounds
high water table and expectation
Victorville and Barstow (about
Vaconia and entire area connected
that with planned earth activities
mid-way). These sites located on
to include Fort Knox and Federal
the major part of. Florida will be
major interstates and well traveled
Depository.
submerged. This requires that the
roads are to allow for checking
underground bases be along the
stations as you move further into
Iowa can sleep well but don’t
shoreline and house submarinethe controlled environment. These
expect to have an unexpected place
capable facilities.
are located in areas wherein there
to run for shelter. You have some
Major installation including Foare major connections with interscattered missile sites but no major
ley, Ala. and the entire of Penstate facilities--some three to five
underground
facilities or major
sacola Naval Station and eastward
just between L.A. and L.V.
missile pods.
all the way and including Freeport
The entire Twentynine Palms
and De Funiak Springs and around
Marine Corps Base and area benorth to Crestview.
tween and including Ludlow to
PanamaCity: al1ofTyndalA.F.B.
Twentynine Palms.
(underwater and offshore)
Facility on I-40 about midway
Large area on west coast at
between Ludlow and Needles.
316192
PaImetta.
Long Beach is a massive underInterlocking pods all the way on
water facility with water tunnels
As we finally sit to write this day
east coast from Miami to the tip
which connect all the way inland
I am reminded to warn all you comincluding Homestead A. F. B.
past San Bernardino with conputer users about this “virus” under
netting travel tunnels to both
Major
dual
installation
at
Atlanta
point. You are actually caught beLancaster area and the Marine
in an area taking in Decatur to tween a rock and hard place because
Base*
most of the “fix-it” virus eater proJonesboro.
South to the Salton Sea--the entire
Augusta:
Total
areaincluding
Fort
grams
are actually infected with a
area including Chocolate Mtn.
Gordon and east to the Gov’t area much worse program to hit you later.
Gunnery Range.
(massive) including the Savannah I suggest you check you equipment
The entire areajust east (into Ariz)
River Plant. This is a huge area. often and STORE YOUR MATEof the Colorado River Indian Res.
South to Savannah and including RIAL DAILY IF POSSIBLE.
Starting at Capistrano and south
all of the Fort Stewart area.
through all of Camp Pendelton,
PICTURES ON BATHROOM
Ft. Benning at Columbus.
including Oceanside.
WALL;
IDAHO:
Moving on south to southeast:
MAIOR INSTALLATIONS AT
Cap&an Ind. Res., then on I-8, the
This is urgent to “Harry”. Do not
THE U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY
Manzanita Ind. Res., east to
COMM. RES. north-westof Idaho allow this mildew and -mold to conBrawley to include the Parachute
Falls. This is a most important tinueitsgrowth--thewholeexperience
Test Range and Naval Air Facility
facility and an extremely danger- is completely out of hand and you will
near El Centro and on east to the
find yourselves becoming unbalanced
ous area.
entire Yuma Indian Res.
Southeast of Boise on H-84 just because of it. You focus too much on
COLORADO:
northwest of Mountain Home-- this “picture” formation and have not
Moving west to east on I-70: Pararealized that you are allowing a very
perhaps lo-15 miles.
chute; Vail (largepolitical facility);
dangerously toxic situation to build on
All
of
Mountain
Home
military
site of Eisenhower Mem. Tunnel.
your walls. I not only see what it is
facility.
On I-25 south from Denver, all of
LargeinstallationonH-84at Malta. that you “see” but I see many, many
the Air Force Academy, south to
There is another facility just across more which you did not point out to
the area southeast of Colorado
the border in Montana about mid- me. Please stop attending these outSprings (Ft. Carson).
way between Coeur D’Alene and lined visions for none are of the Light
All of the area east of I-25 at
Missoula on H-10 and one south and all are very negative to your
Fountain north of Pueblo; this is actuinto Nevada on H-193 south of mental peace. Have those walls
.allyaplaceknownasPetersonA.F.B.
scoured with and disinfected with a
Contact.
This
is a major and important loca.
“on.
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bleach solution which kills mold and
mildew and paint the walls or whatever is necessary. I realize this may
not be possible but surely there is
someone in your area that could help
you in the cleansing for that much
mold and mildew hosts very toxic
bacteria--you have allowed that to
grow for over a year and it is not good.
The same with the spider webs-get them cleaned up for they are
capturing the spores from the grime,
molds and mildew and can create a
most toxic environment. Please, I ask
you to attend this as soon as is possible. Do not “wait” longer to see
what develops for only disease will
develop.
GLASSES FOR PETS
Dear one who writes about goggles for beloved pets, I have no real
answer for you. To my knowledge
there are no places to get such goggles
but surely if you can rig them and they
are available, you can utilize them.
Aminals tend, however, to take better
precautions than do humans and will
seek dark places for protection--with
eyelids shut while depending on other
senses to find safety. I’m sorry,
chelas, I have no magic for you ones
and I do not take your questions lightly
for beloved pets become as family and
God gives them into your care so
certainly the concern is understood. I
suggest that something can be adjusted
to cover the eyes for vets do so in eye
injuries where protection is mandatory. That will have to be up to you as
individuals for there is no protection
provided by us of the Command--just
as you must attend your own protective covering.
REPTOIDS
To “Robert” in AZ. Thank you
for information and suggestion regarding Reptoids. I would have to,
unfortunately, remind you that the
reptilian appearing humanoids are
mostly fabrications of gene and DNA
splicing right on your planet by very
“human” hands and test-tubes with’
appropriate hosts. Theseare unstable,
fragile and are ‘ ‘manufactured”.
These beings are created because of
the Elite hiearchy who represented
themselves as “Serpent people” and
are most adversarial in intent. They
are now proliferated to scare the daylights out of humanity because the
human is now trained to hate and fear
the snake. This is most unfortunate
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indeed. These beings who create this
“species” of controlled entity are
very much isolated to the area of
Earth. If you are set-up by the adverSaryandmovewithadversarial @hYsical) intent you may very well be
concerned. If you are within God’s
circle--you have nothing to fear and
certainly not from “space”.
I am working as fast as the scribe’s
hands will go to get that very information out to you--involving many of the
projections. We must, however, take,
the most urgent in proper sequence. If
You have no society left--then it matters little about those things. We must
give you information first which can
allow You ability to CHANGE.
As to those who claim that the
government and workers are hostage
to these aliens and little “grays”, I
have but this to say about it: if this be
true why do those very ones keep the
underground for their own use and
YOU ARE NOT EVEN ALLOWED
TO KNOW WHERE THEY ARE???
If the government and military were
not the perpetrators and developers
wouldn’t they just turn them loose on
YOU? These pale salamander people
might well exist but it certainly seems
that the government keeps them all to
selves. For that matter what causes
You to think that we won’t usurp some
of those safety tunnels for you-thepeople?
You know why you can tell who is
doing what to whom--by the level of
in every form of activitiy
hides nothing in the secret places and
HIS security is open as the Light of
which it IS.

response at any rate.
My plea to all of you is to withdraw from tediumonpast subjects, get
yourselves right with God--NOW and
allow us to attend that which MUST
BE TENDED to entend this experience into suitable evolution. To witness is wondrous indeed but to witness
with incorrect conclusions is dangerous at best and without actions, simply
witnessing does naught.
HOLOCAUST TATTOOS
To Mz. Goodman, the most ungracious and insulting person who
wrote saying that she was tattling to
the World Zionist Organization regarding our filth and lies, I thank you
for your bothering to write. I do not
take exception--I only demand that
YOU GIVE ME FACTS TO DISPROVETHATWHICH I SAY!! THE
WORLD ZIONIST O.RGANIZATION IS, BY THE WAY, A FINGER
OF THE ANTI-DEFAMATION
LEAGUE STRAIGHT OUT OF
BRITISH INTELLIGENCE IN SERVICE TO THE CROWN OF ENGLAND--AND HAS NOTHING TO
DO WITH “JEWS”. IF YOU ARE
SO SECURE IN YOUR BELIEF
THAT A FEW TAl’TOOS PROVE
ANYTHING--I SUGGEST YOU GO
TO ANY NAVY PORT--ATATTOO
PROVES NOTHING. I have never
said there was no Holocaust--I SAID:

APOLOGY
I apologize to Mrs. “Biron” who
contacted America East and sent 8 or
10 pages of material “setting me
straight” on the Bible and offering to
sign me up in some Bible Study classes
in order
my soul and those of
our workers. 1 am most at peace
directly with God and certainly do not
believe that lessons on Canaan, etc.
will improve my lot very much. I do,
however, thank you for the time and
effort in outlaying such a lot of information from theBibleasregards Noah,
Ham, etc. I believe you have stated
about every verse I have used and only
our conclusions are at total opposition.
I hope to find time to share with our
readers for I appreciate your input.
Please bear with me in patience until
we can get into these other subjects,
or, I shall hand it over to my Captain,
Sananda, and you will get a far better

NYING
I personally have no interest in
your Holocaust--MY MISSION IS
TO BRING TRUTH AND I SHALL
PRESENT IT AS IT IS--NOT AS
SELECT GROUPS PREFER IT TO
BE TOLD IN THE TOTAL ABSURD
CHANGING OF HISTORY AND
EVENTS OF HISTORICAL NATURE. You who wish to remain
uninformed and cast stones
questioners--so be it for the ultimate
“loss” will be yours!
I am not an anti-Semite, Ma’am, I
AM (WAS) A SEMITE. I CAN
PROMISEYOU, HOWEVER, THAT
YOU ARE NOT. I was a Judean and

I was a Semite from the tribe of Shem
and it is unlikely that I CAN BE an
anti-Semite. It is you ones who have
not your factual history and places
straight. I do not understand the
measure of your “racism” in that it
seems unthinkable to question facts
and mathematical numbers regarding
an incident when the uninformed simply blast back in heinous insult and
bigotry offering death to the speaker.
Is THIS-not racism? Is this not antiSomething? Fact is, ma’am, it is
being anti-Semitic and you have your
facts quite wrong. By your very intent
and words you WERE NOT PRESENT
IN THE HOLOCAUST--I WAS! I
suggest you ponder this. I shall be
happy to publish your letter for I am
open and sharing. I do not, however,
intend to pursue the matter a moment
longer at this writing. You are ready
to move into Holocaust beyond anything ever happening now or before on
your planet--I think you had best be in
preparation for this one and set the
other to. the side and refocus importance of survival. What do the ‘7ews”
have to hide in that you are so unrelenting to thought? Why do you
continue this hatred? I suggest you
look into the reasons therefor--and
you will find them in this information.
You have been made the dupe and the
fool--an you are most welcome to tell
all the Jewish organizations you can
find. I can not believe that anyone
FORCED YOU TO READ THE
PAPER NOR THE JOURNALS SO I
SEE NOT YOUR PROBLEM.
WHAT IS IT THAT YOU DESIRE
TO HAVE “NOT QUESTIONED”?
YES, I BELIEVE WE BOTH KNOW
THE ANSWER TO THAT ONE.
GOD TELLS YOU TO STUDY
BOTH SIDES OF n
AND THEN
TRUTH CAN FLOW THROUGH
INSIGHT AND KNOWLEDGE-NOT BY ENFORCEMENT OF THE
WHERE IS YOUR
SECRET.
“PROOF” OF SUCH HAPPENINGS?
The worse atrocities happened in
the Khazarian Zionists run camps hidden by the ones called “Soviet”. The
horror upon the “Jews” were thus
inflicted--why does you American
fellow-citizen stand responsible? Why
do you come forth in America and
deny Constitutional freedom to your
brother who believes not as you? You
must understand something quite
important madam--I come for those
who wish to receive me--I come not to
thrust anything upon anyone--including you and if you do not believe me
_-
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to be who I say I am--then should I turn
you over to the Cosmic Council Organization (CCO)? Would that not be as
appropriate as your informing the ADL
and WZO? I see, racism is alright for
you but not for your brother!’ So be it.
My subject in point is the CIA and
I would like to return to that information.
We have interrupted far
too long with the other dictation of the
day. It is late and the day has been

rectors of the air proprietaries are anciers, several of the companies’
studded with the names of eminently operations were actually long in the
respectable business leaders and fin- hands of one rather singular man,
George Doole, Jr. Until his retirement
in 1971, Doole’s official titles were
in politicians--only in God should there president of the Pacific Corporation
be “faith’‘--politicians and elite Man and chief executive officer of Air
should always be considered with sus- America and Air Asia; it was under his
picion and NEVER ON FAITH.
leadership that the CIA air proprietaries
Don’t abuse the old term: “Learn blossomes.
from mistakes” as regards repeating
colerrors. Your EliteConspirators aren’t
a
doing this massive criminal activity
a
through lackof learning--they learned
perfectly and are doing exactly that
if
which will destroy you--because they
,

hard and long, Dharma. Please let us
just write for a while and then we will
close for this day. I must remind you
to disallow the slings and arrows,
chela, for the adversary is always at

know how and have practiced the
scenario over and over again. Global
2000 is at hand and you will hear ones
in the political campaigns even referring to Bush’s Plan 2000. I suggest
his work through the ignorant and you get informed for it is being brought
“trusting’‘--those who have “faith” into your attention now in preparation
in their leaders and political strong- for the “boom” to fall. ”
i
s. You should never have “faith”

ing, felt uncomfortable with the booming business Doole managed, but they
did nothing to change it. The

Among the other services he provided
was his ability as a straight-faced liar:
asked by the New York
in 1970
whether his airlines had any connection with the CIA, Doole said: “if
‘someone out there’ is behind all this,
we don’t know about it”.

a
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a

This officer spent the better
part of a year trying to assemble the
relevant data, and he became increasingly frustrated as he proceeded.
He found that the various proprietaries were constantly trading, leasing,
and selling aircraft to each other, that
the tail numbers of many of the planes
were regularly changed; and that the
mixture of profit-making and covert
flight made accounting almost impossible. He finally put up a huge map of
the world in a secure agency conference room and used flags and pins to
try to designate what proprietaries
were operating with what equipment
in what countries. (The CAT jet that
crashed on Taiwan in 1968 was on
lease from Southern Air Transport.)
This officer later compared his experience to trying to assemble a military order of battle, and his estimate
was that his map was at best 90 percent
accurate at any given time. Finally,
Helms, then Dep uty Director, was
next
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bearing on future agency covert op- naries for the agency’s “special operation”. The guns will come from
invited in to see the map and be briefed erations in Latin America.
the CIA’s own stockpiles and from the
on the complexity of the airlines. A
warehouses of Interarmco and other
witness described Helms as being
international arms dealers. The mer“aghast”.
cenaries will be furnished by the
agency’s Special Operations Division,
and, like the air proprietaries, their
connection with the agency will be
a
“plausibley deniable” to the American public and the rest of the world.
a

Their ‘suecessors will fight hard to retain this
capability--both because they want to
preserve their own secret empire and
because they believe in the rightness
of CIA clandestine intervention in
other countries’ internal affairs. They
know all too well that if the CIA never
intervened, there would be little justification for their existence.

1968,
a

***

a

a

a

America.
This estimate had been
approved by the Director and sent to
the President as the official analysis of
the intelligence community.. The conclusions were generally that political,
economic, and social conditions in
Latin America had so deteriorated that
a long period of instability was at
hand; that existing American policy
was feeding this instability; and that
there was little the United States could
do, outside of providing straight economic and humanitarian assistance, to
improve the situation. The estimate
strongly im$ed that continued open
U.S. intervention in the internal affairs of Latin American nations would
only make matters worse and further
damage the American image in that
region. This estimate came much
closer to recommending future American policy than almost any other paper
previously prepared by the Board of
National Estimates. The board member in charge of its preparation was a
former division chief and chief of
station in the Clandestine Services.
He and his colleagues apparently hoped
that the estimate would have a direct

It proved to be persuasi\re strategy, as the Director personally approved Doole’s request and
received its several million
dollars for jets. When the CIA tried to
sell off Southern in 1973, only three
propeller-driven planes were listed in
its inventory. It is not known what
happened to the jets, but it is a safe bet
that somehow they have been transferred to a better-hidden CIA proprietarv,
The meeting ended inconclusively. Afterward the CIA officer
who had been questioning Doole and
the Clandestine Services man was told
that he had picked the wrong time to
make a stand.
So:if the U.S. government
decides to intervene covertly in the
internal affairs of a Latin American
country--or elsewhere, for that matter--Doole’s planes will be available
to support the operation. These CIA
airlines stand ready to drop their
ligitimate charter business quietly and
assume the role they were established
for: the transport of arms and merce-

We shall take up the subject, next,
of propaganda and disinformation.
This seems to be what these secret
services are the very best at doing.
I would like to comment before
leaving, on the recent interviews and
debates in which Col. Gritz is participating . As patriotic Americans--I
cannot imagine that your heart is not
beating a bit more strongly with that
kind of a devoted person at the helm of
your ship. Of all the ones “debating”
in his circles--HE IS THE ONLY
ONE STICKING SOLELY TO THE
CONSTITUTION AS WRITTEN
WITHOUT ASSUMING “RIGHTS”
NOT CONSTITUTIONAL TO A
MAN WHO MIGHT HEAD THE
GOVERNMENT.
AH, BUT
WOULD THAT IT BE POSSIBLE
TO UNITE AND WITH THAT
LEADERSHIP YOU COULD TURN
THIS “SHIP” (OF STATE) ABOUT
IN REVOLUTION BACK TOTHAT
WHICH WAS FREEDOM AND
SOVEREIGNTY.
MAY THE
MASSES BE GIVEN INSIGHT INTO
UNDERSTANDING AND THEN
INTO ACTION. HOLD STRONG,
SON, FOR THE WORST AND THE
BEST IS YET TO BE. I SALUTE
YOU COMMANDER.
Hatonn to clear. Peace be thine
partner. Good evening.

986
93581

#2

TAPE 1 SIDE k: MISSILE SITES
H: Good moniing, Dharma.
Thank you for attendirig my needs this
day. I would prefer that we put these
military bases with installations on
them and sites of missiles and underground facilities onto a tape. It is too
time consuming the way we were
working with it yesterday. All we
need are general locations but I find
that everyone is getting very tedious
about it, wanting extremely large
amounts of information and I’m not
going to go into that. So I feel that the
best approach to this is for you just to
sit here and you’re going to have to
learn to deal with this situation of
looking. I will effort at giving you the
locations and I believe that spelling
these proper names will be your biggest problem so, please bear with me
if I forget. All you’ve got to do is go
and look upon a road map of some
kind but I will endeavor to spell things
as we go along and then whether
Dharma or someone else takes it off of
the tape to list it, it will save us a great
deal of time.
We have made it to Kentucky
and as our treasure maps are laid forth, .
Kentucky and Tennessee &e adjacent
and also on the same pages. Again, I
am stressing that I am utilizing installations big enough that they were
started in construction many years
past and have been continually @
development. There will be 6ne or
two that we will list, as in California
in the area of facilities, as with Angeles Crest National Forest, where those
missile sites were put in and since
removed, as far as you know. However, those silos have been ytilized
and the tearing down of those bases
and the vandalism which ensued was
all very purposeful and other facilities
have been built on top of those areas
which you would recognize as something else--either a youth camp, some
surface governmental installation. or
private incarceration facility--so that
you are not curious about it. I can tell
you now that every vacated missile
silo is attached to something under-
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ground. I cannot possibly list all of
those places.
You in local areas put out your
grapevine. You’ll find out. It’s like
our friend, Mr. Quade, said, “Well,
that’s not a conspiracy and that can’t
be a conspiracy because everyone
knows. ” No, everyone doesn’t know
and a conspiracy is two, three or more
working together to secretly plan an
illegal act--as a result, these are
conspiracies. It’s very hard to keep
total silence but you will note in the
area of Tehachapi most of the ones
who work and
the an%lwork in
underground facilities, Or have
in the past as they are ending their
construction phase, so you will find
almost a vacated city. There are
reasons why ones remain quiet. For
one thing, they don’t know what they’re
doing, they just simply work at one of
those facilities but that’s neither here
nor there. kt us move on now. 1
believe we’re ready to begin. We’re
going to start with Kentucky.

runs under Interstate 70.
Then eastward to Leavenworth. There is a Fort Leavenworth,
this is an extremely, extremely important installation with large facilities
underground. There is a federal prison
and there is a massive installation
beneath that prison.
Anywhere where you have
major prison facilities such as you do
in Tehachapi, California, you’re going to have installations beneath that
prison and they use prison labor and
especially ones who are put into isolation for any period of time and ones
that you would recognize as being on
death row,
are utilized for labor
for these underground installations.

Move southward from Shreveport to Leesville and you will find Fort
Polk Military Reservation. That is a
reservation and an installation. That is
the only important site in LOUISIANA even though there are many
Other bases .
You will have to understand
that areas along the Mississippi River
are not utilized for underground faciliThere is an extremely large ties, there are other plans for that river

base and facility that mns nofih of and it doesn’t

Hopkinsville, down south inclusive to
the west of Fort Campbell Military
Reservation. This One wi11 receive
water from the great reservoir there,
*e lake to the east9 Lake BarkleY and
it will also pull from the underground
of the Cumberland River. This is an
extremely large installation with silos
with a lot of stuff going on underground. This is the major Tennessee
installation.
difficult
leave out
the installations which cross borders,
so we’ll move over to Kentucky and to
the north at Madison, Indiana. Just
across the border c1ose to Carroltonv
you will find the Jefferson Proving
Ground. There is a very large experimental installation in that area, mostly
on the side of Indiana.
Moving downward to Louisville and on west, you
find Fort
Knox. We’ve spoken of that before.
I won’t go into it. It’s a military
reservation with installation.
Moving eastward to Danville
il’d.lSiVeOf PerryVille, there is a large
installation.
Those are the major points of
importance as far as defense or research in both Kentucky and Tennessee.

We will go to the east of the
to Manhattan Military Base with
installation at Fort Riley Military Reservation that includes Ogden and it

prokct

those under-

ground facilities.
While we are here, however, I
feel that we should mention Mississippi because in conjunction with
LOUISIANA, you see, the federal
government divides your nation into
districts, it does not divide them into
states and we have a little problem for
your understanding and there’s going
to be overlapping of states so if I
mention them twice , please, understand.
Moving to the east along I- 10,
you will come to Biloxi, passing
Gulfport, to the Beauvoir Jefferson
Davis Home which is a park setting.
Again, pay attention to where they
have these parks. That is Keesler Air
Force Installation. That is a very,
very important area with a massive
undematef installation .
MA~
At the very upper part of the
state, at Caribou, just to the north of
it including a place called Limestone,
is a rather large inland facility
Moving all the way to the
south of the state to the area of
Brunswick, you will find the entire
area under Popham Beach is a water
facility with submarine capability and
underwater missiles. By the way,
some of the missiles are Russian or
Soviet missiles and have been in the
area for a long time and this is part of
the reason for the installation as a

defense mechanism against those So- installations, Norad, is located very
near and north of Omaha. This runs
viet missiles out there offshore.
approximately to Blair, west almost to
Michigan is clean. That is not Winslow and the Elkhom River runs
good news. That is because there is directly through it.
Moving southward to a very,
full expectation when the New Madrid
Fault goes, it is expected to take very important place where alot of ‘he
Michigan with it or at least the north- monkeys meet and it would seem a
totally unreasonable place for them to
em part of the state of Michigan.
meet until you consider Norad and
Minnesota is clean. You have then you have to realize there are
a lot of area above the ground but no massive underground facilities.
Just south of Omaha at Offutt
major, major sites where great research is going on. There are some Air Force Base is a major, critical,
missile sites in and around Minnesota crucial installation.
but no installations or research.
Nevada district will take some
The only one of notable worth doing, so bear with me. There are
some extremely important major,
is the one at Biloxi.
major facilities. They are so imporMISSOURI
You have two major ex- tant that I hesitate to even... I should
just take Nevada as an entire state and
perimental facilities with missiles.
Whiteman Air Force Base at call it dangerous.
Beginning at the north almost
Knob Noster. It will take in theentire
area between Knob Noster and south mid-section of HWY 95 at a place
to Windsor. This will encircle to the close to, well it would be identified as
Granite Peak on mapping, just north
east of Se&ha.
Southeast to Waynesville, you of Orovada, is a major missile underwill find Leonardwood Military Res- ground site.
Moving down HWY 95, just
ervation. This is a very large installasouth of Imlay, is an underground
tion.
missile site very close to Ryepatch
A large area around Kalispell, Reservoir. The important landmark is
south and including Marion and it Star Pk.
Moving back up HWY 95 to
takes in all of the Bitterroot Lake
where
it
changes into Interstate 80,
Recreation area.
Moving south to Missoula, southeast of Golconda, on I-80 is an
encircling an area from Frenchtown to underground missile site.
Move on across I-80, when
Milltown including Potomac and ineluding all of the area under the Forest you get to HWY 93, go north and just
Service Fire Department buildings and north of Wilkins is a small installation
that part of the forest. It’s a National right under that HWY.
Moving on to the east on I-80
Forest. It is the Lo10National Forest.
A lot of the work is performed through about midway between Oasis and
the University of Montana. Much Wendover with a landmark of Pilot
genetic development, DNA replica- Peak. By the way, Pilot Peak is quite
tion studies have been performed in a way from that road but that is the
siting landmark. There is a pretty
that area.
Great Falls and to the west of good sized underground missile inthe city taking in the area of a place, stallation and it probably is referred to
not necessarily a military reservation, in the circles as Silver Zone Pass.
Go back to the western part of
but a place called Fort Shaw.
South of Dillon just north of a the state. North of Reno and Sparks on
little place called Dell on I- 15, under a road 445, you will find the Reno
it, there is an installation and there are Naval Air Station. That’s an extremely important one.
underground missiles.
Traveling along I-80, west of
Please note that in many of
these descriptions I’m giving you, Lovelock, you will find two landthey actually are on or under major marks. These are catacombed with
missiles. One is the Humboldt Sink
transportation routes.’
Now north and east find and theother Carson Sink. These are
Glasgow. This is Fort Peck Recre- both areas which are closed to the
ational Area. This is a very large area. public. One extends under I-80. YOU
It is just north of Fort Peck Lake and will find practically no reference to
these two most important missile sites.
uses a lot of water from that lake.
South near the western border
One of the most important of
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with California near Hawthorne is a
massive Department of Defense Depot. It actually is a disposal site. This
is a massive, very, very important
installation and from this area comes
a lot of the contamination that is
surfacing in the Mono Lake area in
California.
There is massive activity of
every kind in the Toiyabe National
Forest.
Just north of Gabbs on 361 is
an underground missile pod. These
missile pods or sites are big enough for
underground offices and living facilities.
East of Lida, under the interse&on of 266 and 95 is an underground missile complex.
Under 95 at the intersection of
374 at a place just northeast of Beatty
is a large installation of underground
missiles. This is directly connected to
the California installation which ineludes an underground missile facility
under road 395 attached to the U.S.
Naval Ordinance Test Station and, of
course, is attached to the China Lake
Military Reservation. This is an extremely important, critical facility.
In California to the southeast
you’ll find the China Lake Naval
Weapons Center and Fort Irwin Military Reservation and then between
Yermo, on I-15, and Baker is a major
underground missile facility.
At the California/Nevada border is another underground missile
facility, quite small, but these ones on
these highways are set for surfacing
and the installation will be brought
above ground and these will be your
ways of stopping interstate travel.
Most especially, it will be important to
stop travel from California, for many
reasons, into Nevada.
In Nevada, of course, and surrounding the entire area of the Nellis
Air Force Range, all the way from
Warm Springs, west to Tonopah, circling down to the facility and Lida,
through and including Scottys Jet., on
down to bttY* including LathroP
Wells, Indian Springs, circling back
up in a wide circle to Alamo, you will
find in that area a large underground
missile base. It’s hard to identify. Its
HQ is on Hwy 93, just south of
Alamo.
Moving up through Hiko and
then making a swinging easterly circle
back to Warm Springs, that includes
all of the Nellis Air Force Range. It
includes Papas Lake which is dry and
at that point you find the Nevada Test

Site. You are going to refer to it as
Yucca Flats, I believe, and within that
you’re going to find Yucca Mountain
and you’re going to find it interesting
to realize that it is not even attached to
Nellis Air Force Base except by tunnel
* Moving southward to Las Vegas, you will, of course, find Nellis
Air Force Base just barely to the NE
of the city
.
You will find a major missile
base midway between the junction of
168, 317 and I-15 near Mesquite.
Two underground missile sites,
one on I-15 near the border of Calif.
just a. little west of Jean and then,
moving south to Searchlight on Hwy
95, another just north of the intersection of 163
.
MONT
These are only separated by
the river. These have to be extremely
general. They are military installations but they are unmarked and for all
practical purposes would never be
known
‘In the northwest upper comer
of New Hampshire, under the area of
the Jay Peak Ski Area, then to the
Co&ran Ski Area, including the Bolton
Valley Ski Area and south including
the Mad River Glen Ski Area, near
Woodstock is the Killington Ski Area,
then the Magic Mountain Ski Area and
athe Mt Snow ski Area
.
.
Now to Vermont: to theeast of
Franconia are large underground installations with missiles at Cannon
Mountain circling down into the area
called Old Man of the Mountains.
West of Conway is Waterville
Valley Ski Area.
Then Sanbornville
Moose
Mountain Ski Area and then, of course,
you get to Portsmouth, all of the area
under Rye Harbor. These are rather
sophisticated living facilities included
along with the missile and defensive
installations. A lot of research takes
place in these areas but, as much as
anything, this is a facility for Elite
housing with a protection of these
*

New Jersey’ is basically’s forfeit state with most installations being
quite public. There is a large installation with missiles in place at Fort Dix
Military Reservation. That is near
Wrightstown.
’
South to Browns Mills and just
south along a little roadof 539, almost
including Whiting, is a large Air Force
missile installation and facility.
NEW YORp

On HWY 11 from just south of
Watertown to just north of Pulaski, a
very long distance that includes undemeath the town of Adams, isalarge
missile installation and facility.
Northeast of that areaon HWY
11, under HWY 11 at the intersection
which would enter Fort Drum Military Reservation, there is a missile
installation under that road at that
intersection attached to Fort Drum. A
very large military reservation with
missile and facility.
West Point is a very critical
underground facility.
I have very little to say about
Long Island Sound, it is forfeit.
New York is forfeit, by that I
mean New York City.
This is Side 2 regarding militat-y installations with underground
and major security facilities and missiles and also missile sites with small
facilities.
NEW MEXICO
You will find only a couple of
underground facilities but, of course,
they are absolutely, incredibly huge.
The entirearea ofWhite Sands
Missile Range around Alamogordo,
all the waysouthintoTexasatE1 Paso,
crossing the river and taking in a little
bit of borderland of Mexico, underground. You’vegot massive facilities
above the ground. You have incredible, incredible multi-level underground facilities. Beneath the ground,
you have alien alternates; that will be
where your shuttles have been stored-this is the biggest lie on your planet.
Now, as you consider New
Mexico, you will find every major
freeway and ‘roadway has multiple,
multiple missile and facility sites for
blocking all incoming traffic from
every direction. These will rarely be
at cities or towns. They will always be
out in the open between places so I can
only give you the general mid-location.
We’ll start with the one to
farthest west on I-40, that is also Route
66.
There is one very near the
border east of Lupton, midway to
Gallup.
There is one at a little place
called Blue Water, almost in the little
town running under the little town.
As you get to Albuquerque, of
course, you have a large military
installation with facilities at K&land
Air Force Base.
On I-40 between Clines Corners and Santa Rosa.
North on I-25 there is an installation with missiles at approxi-

mately Pecos.
Further north on 25 is a regular size installation with missiles at
Fort Union National Monument, approximately. That is midway between
Watrous and Wagon Mound.
Up I-25 is a small one midway
between Maxwell and Raton.
Then outside Raton at the border at Raton Pass is another very large
one, missiles with facility.
In Colorado, north of Trinidad,
also on I-25 is another.
Let us move now on down
through the state.
At Clovis, you have a large
facility with missiles under Cannon
Air Force Base and there is an oasis
there that is just northwest of Portales.
Back to I-25, a missile base
and large facility to the west of White
Sands, under I-25.
On I- 10 midway between
Lordsburg and Deming is a large
missile underground facility.
Along the border and overlapping into Texas, I think you would
call it almost a four comers, east of
Malaga, is just a large facility and
there is very little in that area. It is
well hidden. It is almost unknown. It
is a large facility underground, secret.
Fort Bragg Military Reservation.
In the area of Jacksonville,
unlisted, but is a military installation.
At the ocean where the New
River empties, you will find Camp
LeJune and around Cherry Point is
another military installation with missiles.
Of course, you have the entire
areaaround the Savannah River Plant,
which we’ve already spoken about,
with lap-over or underground connections to Fort Gordon in Georgia.
Now realize that is the Savannah River Plant I just spoke of
because there are other major installations at Fort Stewart at the city of
Savannah.
A unique state with very little
secret underground activity. Note
that none of these installations are for
public utilization under my circumstances. They are for Elite survival
only or they are major defense and/or
Elite research facilities, very advanced
research facilities.
There are four major military
installations.
One at Enid, at Vance Air
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midway between intersection I-53 and
Moshannon, and midway between
Base.
intersection of 880 and intersection of
Then toward the south, Fort
15, missile facility.
Sill Military Reservation at Lawton.
West to Altus. At Altus, you
Major underground facility in
have also Altus Air Force Base.
the area of Buffalo.
Then to the south on I-44 you
Missile facility under HWY
will come to Sheppard Air Force Base 28 l south of Aberdwn
’
and that is at the border or close to the
To the east of Rapid City,
border of Texas near Wichita Falls.
almost at New Underwood on I-90,
missile facility.
Large installation across the
Reminding you that these are
border into Washington at Richland
on heavily traveled thoroughfares for
and Kennewick, in that area, not well
traffic control. They would also be
defined.
targeted by any enemy for destruction
South into Oregon on I-84 of interstate travel facility or capabilbetween Boardman and Echo is a ity
missile facility. This will be a major
‘UTAH
disposal station for travellers.
I need two or three’hours on
There are so many and so
Utah but I’m not going to be able to
much going on in the area from, have it, obviously. Let’s just start in
approximately, Le Grande, all the
the upper northwest.
way to Ontario, at the border of Idaho,
The entire area of Hill Air
east into Idaho and west to almost
Force Base and Hill Air Force Range.
HWY 395 that I cannot isolate them These are near the Great Salt Lake and
foryou. Thatentireareaiscatacombed.
include all of Ogden and Brigham
On HWY 84 at Biggs is a City
*
missile installation, military conThe Wendover Range, Desert
trolled, of course.
Test Center, and Dugway Proving
The coastal important one to Grounds. No (unauthorized) body is
note, and this would include great allowed into these areas under any
underground water capability tunneling .. circumstances .
is around Coos Bay. There is a naval
Then the Desert Range Exair station and this, of course, is @mental
Station down west of
controlled by Naval Intelligence.
Milford on 122.
East across the state to Bums,
On I-15, north of Beaver, is a
. in that general area, mostly in the missile guard installation.
forest area or what you would call the
On HWY 89, between Kanab’
Ochoco National Forest, there’s a and Glen canyon is a small missile
’
large conglomerate type
installa- installation .
tion.
Now let us move back up to IAt the intersection of 78 and 70. I don’t know how to explain this
95 there are two, one being at that area to you. There is at least 180 miles
intersection morecritical than theother of area in that barren desert including
and then a regular missile silo facility. what is called the San Rafael Swell.
But at that intersection is a major, This is to the west of Green River.
important missile station.
There is an extremely large, important
Now let us move back to the missile facility underneath I-70. There
west and there are some military un- was a missile site at Green River; that
. derground instahations in *ese general areas: Jacksonville, Applegate,
around Medford all the way to Butte
Falls and ‘then south of Klamath Falls
at Keno, on and under road 66.
Around the general area of
Lakeview there are some winter sports
areas and some geysers. There would
be some thermal activity utilized by
that particular installation.
At Erie, great underwater facilities.
On I-79 south of Meadville,
midway to the intersection of I-80,
missile installation.
On I-80 at regular intervals,

Military, so don’t confuse it with
aliens. In this particular area enough
research has been going on that it has
been monitored continually by “alien”
craft--many, many sightings, legitimate sightings--in that area because we’ve really had our eye on
what has been going on there. In this
given area, all around in this area, it’s
divided off into districts and in some
of those cliffs, buttes, mountainous
areas, you have a lot of things going on
including cattle mutilations, etc. I’m
not going to get into all of things and
ramifications of that statement here,
either. Utah is a hotbed of advanced
technology.
Texas is another area that I’ll
have to by-pass. I will mention as we
go through in some of the cities.
There are so many in Texas that I
cannot, by any means, begin to label
them all.
The same is true of Virginia
and WestVirginiabut I would tell you
to keep your eye on the area of the
U.S. Marine Corp. Reserve in the
area of Triangle and at Port Royal,
Camp A. P. Hill.
Large facility at Winthrop.
Another at Snoqualmie Summit Area on I-90. It’s a winter sports
area.
Area of Tacoma, including
Olympia, are large underwater experimental facilities.
Between Grand Mound and
Lacey is a missile installation on I-5.
To the east, all of the U.S.
Military Reserve at Yakima. It’s
called the Yakima U.S. Military Reserve.
Further east, of course, most
important is Hanford, north of
Richland, and it takes in quite a bit of
the Columbia River.
Set up to guard that place is an
installation on I-82.
Down the Columbia River on
I-84, just over into the Oregon side,
between approximately the junction
of HWY 74 and the intersection of
730, under the Columbia River and I84 is a missile facility.
When I get to the area of
discussions of specific cities, I’ll be a
little more specific.

was a diversion . It was a testing
missile launch site; everybody knew
about it but the important one was this
area in point .
East of Green River near the
Colorado border is another major
missile installation under I-70, ineluding a portion of the Colorado
River as it runs through that area. In
this particular part of Utah are massive, massive research, technology
The only one I see of any
and UFO bases. Some are legitimate
UFO bases. These are not necessarily importance really is the one at New
your friends. I don’t want to get into Glarus.
aliens at this time. I’m just telling you
Southern border in Wyoming.
where these facilities are and these are
military, United States of America I will only give you the major loca-

tions of the missile sites.
On I-90, southeast of the intersection with I-95, midway to Gilette is
a missile installation underground.
South on I-25, midway between Buffalo and Casper, just north
of HWY 378 intersection is an underground missile installation.
I-80 is pock-marked with these
things all the way across your nation.
Midway between Fort Bridger
and Little America is a large underground missile facility.
At the Continental Divide is a
large underground facility with missiles.
East of Walcott, then past
McFadden, northwest of Laramie.
I have to tell you about Alberta, Canada. There is a massive
underground installation, extremely
important in the area of the Primrose
Lake Air Weapons Range. This is an
incredibly importantjoint venture with
the United States and I might add, a
little Soviet and, of course, Great
Britain.
PUERTO RICO
In Puerto Rico, all around the
San Juan Naval Air Station.
NOW FOR THE CITY
AREAS
To the northwest, in thearea
of Smyma, you will find an Air Force
Base.
To the east, in the area of
North Decatur, you’ll find a Veterans
Hospital. A lot of research takes place
in that Veterans Hospital and in some
underground laboratories located
there.
In Atlanta, Fort McPherson
and, of course; the Federal Prison.
Then south to William Hartsfield International Airport. There are facilities there, military controlled.
You have the Navy Yards that
are presumed closed. They are very
much open and operable with much
underwater activity. Very important
area at the International Airport called
General Edward Lawrence Logan Intemational Airport.
The U.S. Military Reservation at the very opening of Boston
Harbor.
In the area of the city, South
Locust Point Marine Terminal.
Moving around the lake,
Dundalk Marine Terminal.
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Grand Prairie Airport, Lucas
museums, aquariums, etc., including
a place located at Douglas Tomb State Airport and Dallas Naval Air Station.
At Curtis. Bay at a point on a Monument
north projection,
Port AdIn Detroit: Mettetal Airport
ministration.
Installation at Blue Ash Field and Willow Run Airport.
Then, of course, you have the
which is the Cincinnati Municipal
There is a large facility at
Baltimore/Washington International
Airport.
Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County
Airport area, a very, very large facilOne at Camp Livingston and Airport.
;t..
- There are large, large amounts
then the Cincinnati Municipal Airport
East to the GSA Depot across
Lunken Field.
of research and underground facilities
the water to the U.S. Coast Guard
at the Ford Motor Company at the
Depot.
All along the lake shore, the University of Michigan at Dearbome,
coast guard station, Burke Lake Front including Greenfield Village and atVery important one at the BirAirport, Cleveland Municipal Boat tached to the Veterans Hospital.
mingham Municipal Airport.
The Ford Motor Company
Docks.
To the south: the Naval Train- River Rouge Plant, the Cadillac Plant
Many military controlled ining Station, Halloran Park and Brook’ and the entire area under Fort Wayne
stallations.
Park at Cleveland Hopkins Intema- Military Museum.
One at the Niagara Falls InThe Great Lakes Steel Cortional Airport.
ternational Airport.
In East Cleveland: Nela Park poration and taking in the Canadian
Fairly large one at Greater
which is a General Electric Institute-- Steel Corporation in Windsor.
Buffalo International Airport.
Also in Windsor: the Ford
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT.
One at a little place called
Cuyahoga County Airport.
Motor Company and the Chrysler
Buffalo Air Park.
Corporation as well as the Windsor
Another little one called OrOhio State University Airport. Airport. Surprising to find that your
chard Park Airport.
Court Columbus International motor companies all house military
There is a military controlled
Airport overlapping into the Devince facilities.
facility at Fort Erie.
Construction Supply area.
Northwest: Collier Airport
-A very small airport at Norton
Chicagoisriddled,eventhough
South of Collier: Andrau AirRoad and
Junction, (unnamed)
it is not expected to survive a shift
VERY IMPORTANT.
PO*
because of other problems in and
William P. Hobby Airport and
Then there is the small South
around the Chicago area and the Lake
Columbus Airport.
then of course, Ellington Field, that’s
Michigan area. You will find many
the U.S. Air Force field.
small facilities, military facilities that
Pearland Airport at Pearland.
Major installation to the northdo not show publicly as military inIn Clear Lake City there’s a
east called the Rocky Mountain Arsestallations. This means that most of
nal. Watch these arsenals. They are branch of the University of Houston
the installations involved will be unextremely important.
and the Lyndon Johnson Space Center
derground, many of them housing
In the same area : Stapleton which is, of course, NASA.
missiles.
International Airport, Fitzsimmons
Chicagoland Airport.
The U. S . Quartermasters DeArmy Medical Center and Lowry Air
Pal-Waukee Airport.
Force Base.
pot*
Glenview Naval Air Station.
Buckley International Guard
The V.A. Medical Center and
Big problems at Chicago
Base. In almost all of that area they are American Printing House For The
O’Hare International Airport.
shown as separate facilities. They are Blind--very interesting.
Inland south, Lewis Lockport
all inter-connected.
Bowman Field.
Airport.
Standiford Field Airport and
In midtown west of the State
Argonne National Laboratory
CapitalisaU.S. Mint--IMPORTANT West U.S. Ordinance Plant.
is extremely, extremely important.
FACILITY. A lot of tunnelling, a lot
Rocky Glen and Signal Hill,
Fairfax Municipal Airport.
of underground connections so that
all of that area.
Kansas City Downtown Airmoney, etc., can be moved under
To the south of that, Forinier
ground.
port.
Institute.
The Denver Medical Center.
Kansas City Stockyards-that’s
Straight across to the Crestvery interesting.
wood Powell Airport near Trinity
Saginaw Airport
Heart Airport.
Christian College.
Meacham Municipal Airport.
TAPE 2 SIDE A: MISSILE
One at Dewitt Spain Airport
Carswell Air Force Base.
SITES CONTINUED
There is a large facility at a suburb and then the Memphis International
This is tape #2 of underground
called Richardson, the University of Airport is a large installation.
missiles, locations with facilities and
Texas at Dallas is at that location.
military controlled installations unSwarms with them. All surDallas/Fort Worth Airportderground with missiles. This is a
face ones are almost in alignment,
large, large area.
continuation of the area of Chicago.
Dallas Love Field--large area. inland from the coast. I say surface
The Veterans Memorial Cen- because these are going to house misThe Chicago Midway Airport,
ter south of Dallas and then right in the siles in the guise of &her things, but
Soldier Field on Lakeshore Drive--all
heart of Dallas near the Amtrak Ter- you have to undastand that you’re
that area. There are planetariums,
working at the Atlantic Ocean seaminal under that federal building.
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coast and a lot of these will also be
tunnelled to that coastline, again I
remind you that most of Florida is
expected to be lost.
Palm Beach County Park Airport.
Pompano Beach Air Park.
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood
International Airport.
Then the North Perry Airport,
Opa-Locka Airport, the Miami International Airport.
There are so many that I don’t
even know how to name them. I’ll just
start at the top, work across as in
writing from west to east and back
again.
San Fernando Airport.
Whiteman Airport.
Camp Sterling.
Wild Wood Lodge.
Switzers Camp.
Opids Camp.
Valley Forge Lodge.
Mt. Wilson Observatory.
Sturtevants Camp and Fern
Lodge.
Webber Camp.
Van Nuys Airport.
Hollywood-Burbank Airport.
The La Vina Sanatorium
Farnsworth Park.
San Dimas Camp and Wolfskill.
El Monte Airport.
Brackett Field.
Cable Airport at the Botanic
Gardens.
Ontario International Airport.
L.A. International Airport.
Hawthorne Municipal Airport.
Compton Airport.
Fullerton Municipal Airport.
Then there is an area at the San
Bemadino County Line.
Southeast of Diamond Bar is
an area called Battle of Chino. It is a
large military controlled underground
facility with missiles.
The Chino Airport.
Corona Laboratories Naval
Reservation.
South Corona Municipal Airpofi*
Prado Dam.
Coast Botanic Gardens.
The Long Beach Naval Shipyards--a biggy , biggy , and you will
find that those tunnels with water,
submarine capable, will pass under
the Veterans Administration Hospital
which will have a facility underground
through Los Alamitos Naval Air Station.
One branch will go north un-
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der the Fullerton Airport heading inland toward San Bemadino and branching northward to Edwards Air Force
Base.
In the Seal Beach area you
have the U.S. Naval Weapons Station
and the Golden West College Meadowlark Airport.
A whole complex near Santa
Ana: the U.S.N. Helicopter Field--a
lot of helicopter activity from the
Navy and the Santa Ana Marine Corp.
Air Base (El Toro) near Tustin off I5.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN’
The Lawrence J. Timmerman
Airport.
The Lowell Damon State Historic Site at Hoyt Park.
Installation at National Soldier’s Home.
To Lake Michigan Coast: at
the Milwaukee War Memorial and Art
Museum.
U.S. Navy Reserve Armory.
General Mitchell Field.
The Air Training Center.
Those are overlapping, very large
installations.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Fort Benjamin Harrison and
the Army Finance Center--isn’t that
interesting?
U.S. Veteran’s Hospital at
Riverside Park.
Benjamin Harrison Home-which is a landmark.
The American Legion National
Headquarters World War Memorial.
U.S. Naval Avionics CenterEXTREMELY IMPORTANT.
Indianapolis International Airport and including, once again, stockyards.
The Indianapolis stockyards-you see, a very good place to get
supplies.
Airport.
Twin Cities Arsenal.
St. Paul Downtown Airport
which is Holman Field.
Fort Snelling Military Reserve.
Minneapolis/St. Paul International Airport--it’s called Wold
Chamberlain Field.
Fort Snelling National Cemetery--it overlaps into the Metropolitan Stadium at the southern border.
South St. Paul Municipal Airport which is the Richard E. Fleming
Field.

derground) at:
The V.A. Hospital at the Louisiana Superdome.
The U.S. Federal Court building.
The Customs House.
New Orleans Lake Front Airport.
U.S. Naval Station.
U.S. Coast Guard Reservation.
Secret military facilities:
Teaneck Armory.
Teterboro Airport.
Hall State Historic Site.
IaGuardia Airport.
Flushing Airport.
The U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy..
The S.U.N.Y. Maritime College.
The point called Fort Totten
which is supposedly closed.
Ellis Island Pass.
Fort Jay.
The Military Ocean Terminal
Bayonne.
Fort Hamilton.
Fort Wadsworth and the
Veteran’s Administration Hospital.
The Coast Guard Heliport and
the U.S.N. Reserve at Jamaica Bay.
The Melrose Academy.
The North Philadelphia AirPO*-

The Navy Aviation Supply

Office.
U.S. Mint area including an
area called Independence National
Historic Park and Olympia.
Philadelphia Naval Hospital.
Philadelphia International Airport*
Kennedy Stadium, Philadelphia Naval Shipyard.
Large one at Greater Pittsburgh International Airport.
V.A. Medical CenterandV.A.
Veteran’s Hospital--these are pretty
self-explanatory. You will find many
of these in very, very well-secured
secret facilities at places where the
Elite can travel by air to these facilities.
ARIZONA
The Phoenix Military Reserve.
Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport.

New Orleans has a couple or
Fort Vancouver National Histhree very interesting Jnes located
toric
Site.
(these are military installations un-

Pearson Airport.
tion, all of Treasure Island.
Portland Air Base at the PortThe Oakland Army Base.
The U.S. Naval Supply Depot
land International Airport. The faciland the Alameda Naval Air Station.
ity is under the Portland Air Base.
The U. S . Veterans Hospital at
The major facilities (all interSam Jackson Park.
connecting, by the way):
The Salt Lake City IntemaSan Antonio International Airtional Airport.
p0l-t.
South West Research Institute.
The newly active (approxiLackland Air Force Base.
mately 1986) University of Utah area
Kelly Air Force Base.
and north. It’s all in the Fort Douglas
Stinson Field.
Military Reservation. It was inacBrooks Aero Medical Center.
tive--it has now been reactivated for
North
to Fort Sam Houston
these massive underground research
and Joe Freeman Coliseum.
facilities.
San Antonio has a little bit
An area overlapping that into
the U .S . Forest Service Heliport. That different type of underground congoes almost to the area of Westminister necting network because of the massive military location that San Antonio
College.
The Salt Lake Municipal Air- represents.
port Number 2 and Alta Airpark.
Sand Point Naval Support Activity area.
Boeing Field International,
All along the coast many tunnels, many water facilities, many in- King County Airport.
Renton Municipal Airport.
carceration facilities where you are
Seattle-Tacoma International
going to have military personnel doAirport.
ing some pretty good labor jobs.
Of course the Miramar Naval
The entire area of basically
Station--that entire area, a huge area.
Bellefontaine Neighbors.
Montgomery Field.
Bear St. Louis International.
Gillespie Field at Santee.
SIDE B OF TAPE #2.
The Naval Radio Station that
This is a continuation to Side
is near Vista La Mesa.
A--Underground facilities with misU.S. Marine Carp Base.
sile capability in the cities within the
Lindbergh Field Airport.
The Fort Rosecrans Military United States.
We are continuing with St.
Reservation--all of this area is interlocked. It’s hard for me to separate it. Louis.
The entire peninsula that has
Granite City Engineering Dethe U.S. Naval Reserve.
The North Island Naval Air pot--U.S. Army.
Weiss Airport.
Station.
The Coronado Naval AmAbsolutely all of Washington,
phibious Base.
The San Diego Naval Station. D.C. in the downtown area is one
The Imperial Beach Naval gigantic facility. All around that area
every airport from little ones like
Radio Station.
Inland to Brown Airport is a Bower Airport to Andrews Air Force
Base which, of course, is a large
linking underground facility.
facility, to the Goddard Space Flight
Center which is NASA--all of these
Fort Riley U.S. Military Re- areas have facilities underneath. They
are rather large facilities, as a matter
serve.
The Veterans Medical Center. of fact, and everything under WashThe Presidio Military and ington, D.C. is catacombed with tunNational Cemetery--huge area un- nels and, of course, there is missile
capability. There are defensive misderground.
sile silos that will open up and the
The French Hospital.
The U.S. Mint--they have fa- surface of the area of Washington,
D.C. will not be worth even expericilities under all of the U.S. Mints.
Down by San Bruno: the encing. It is, of course, made for
Golden Gate National Cemetery area interim facilities for workers in and
taking in the entire 12th U.S. Naval around the Capital who have their free
tickets to security. That will only be
District Headquarters. .
Treasure Island Naval Air Sta-
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This remains to be unraveled.
Remember that Bush doesn’t really
care about the Presidency other than
that someone be put on the throne that
can be totally controlled by the throne
of the U.N. (the new government of
the world). Those slots may be filled
in part by some wary Israelis but they
will be Communist Khazarian Zionists under the monarchy/dictatorship
of the Head of the Committee of 300.
You still have to have a big upset
in order for Bush to TAKE TOTAL

ones attached to the Elite guard and the
political hierarchy who are left in
Washington, D. C. for unexpected
raids. The major luxurious facilities
for the high Elite, depending on the
state of war that is occurring, will be
shifting to Australia and other places
for longer-term survival depending on
the type of encounter that y6u have. If
it is nuclear, the moment that it is
realized that it will be nuclear, ones
will be taken out of the Northern
Hemisphere. There will be even a
more select group removed at that
time, but there are facilities under
Washing ton, D . C . for your honorable
Congressmen--some of them. There
are not facilities enough for all to
survive for a very long period of time.
There will be the facilities where you
can get, for instance, underground to
places like Andrews Air Force Base
for your royal family, the Bushes.
I believe that concludes sufficiently a breakdown of where these
underground facilities are that were
started some years ago against this day
and are now in full operation and
basically finished in construction.
I’m sbrry that it has taken so
long. I hope
brief it
think everybody needs the information or wants the information. If you
don’t already have your ticket, I can
assure you that you are not included.
any of these facilities. These are not
general facilities. Some families of
workers and scientists who have been
guaranteed security will be allowed
in, but they will only allow these
people in with credentials. I don’t
suggest that you stop building your
own undeiground shelter. Salu.

CONTROL of your government--war
is always the best plan according to the
lessons of history. So let us now look
to the next probability: Cuba (we
wrote about this several months ago).
I remind you that Jeb Bush runs the
faction for war and will spring it to
assist “Daddy” for he is also the one
in charge of Florida’s Bush campaign.
Isn’t it nice that they will have these
few days to make final plans?
JEB BUSH AND CUBA GRAB
Tremendous amounts of money
can be made by pulling Castro down
and toppling the Cuban government-and highest on the list for intakeare the

Bushes. This has been in the offing
since they murdered Kennedy.
Jeb Bush, George’s second son, is
in a business partnership with CubanAmerican entrepreneur Armando
Codina Jr.--how else do you think
Miami remains the number one import area for drugs.3 This Codina is
known as a wealthy real estate speculatorbut weknow that isacover, don’t
we? What is the plan? “To bring real
capitalism to Cuba after Castro falls”-says this Codina.
Bush and Codina are not the only
promoters planning to clean up after
the collapse of “Communism’s last
bastion” in the Caribbean. “It will be
like the gold fever all over again, ”
predicts CaesarGarcia, who owns the
Bonanza Auto Center in South Miami
“Anybody can
make a mint down there. ”
The thrust and push is on right now
on Wall Street to set the operation into
smooth running order. The New
is dutifully setting forth the
details for the money-mongers as usually
and as so-ordered. They think a
“liberated” Cuba should possibly have
the same crippling debts along the
same line as the United States. They
are already taking “bets” on the outstanding Cuban bonds of thirty years
ago, says the
‘AS THE FALL

do not need to use either of the above
plans if Bush (George) can squeak by
without a war. All they have to do-and they already have set up as their
first desirable plan of action--is to use
debt.
The plan is already worked out
and authority “assumed” by Cmosa,
and negotiated to have huge debt
“deals” for post-Castro Cuba.
reudy

-

**
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Three things to watch very closelY
daily:
Note that in a select “poll” the
Wall Street Journal stated that 33% of
voters would maintain sanctions on
Saddam Hussein, 27% favor assassinating him and 10% want to use
g round troops ad WiPe out Saddam 1s EXPECTED
and the military.

VERY SOON

QUIRED!~J

American WaYf”-GETOuTOF~E
GoVERNMENTS ALoNE AS you
LEAVE YOU ALONE?
WHAT
WOULD you DO IF 1-Q
OR
By the way--watch
those
“SCUD”S waiting to be off-loaded in
the Gulf--they are headed to places
such as Syria and Iran and it bodes
$10 BILLION TO ISRAEL
Watch the “hot mush” over this
ings are now out against ones testifying in the U.S. congressional hear-

Those worthless bonds have been
selling, if at all, for less than a nickle
on the dollar. Now, suddenly, the
price has tripled. This is alyays a sure
sign the financid markets are getting
r&y for dinner.
But l&okwho will benefit the most
and holds most of those bonds--ones
around the Bush consortium. Part of
the inner circle is Jorge Mas Canosa,
chairqan of the Cuban American National Foundation, who has eclipsed
other exile leaders in the late 1980’s
by becoming known as President Ronald Reagan’s favorite Cuban politician.
Mas Canosa is a multi millionaire
by many trades, and fully intends (no
secret) to take charge of Cuba with the

not only deny the $10 billion but
This is FoRCE+~~~~~~
ruin or reska last ditch effort to put off the would(aided and abetted fully
.be King Of Israel in favor of the
the CIA)--ove&ows Castro.
already King of Banks.
The interesting thing is that they

jetailsaregivenregardingthe facts
If the Holocaust; the history and
background of the “Jews”; why
srael receives reparations paid to
ler due to the “Holocaust”; why
nillions of “Jews” receive 5,000
jerman marks annually for “damIges”. Plus current events about
ur economy, the Anti-Defama.on League, the Torah, and the
‘almud.

By
[n this journal we are given additional import&t information aboui
how and why the Holocaust is a
massive deception against all humans on planet earth, either directly or indirectly. Details aboul
phoney pictures, phoney numbers
phoney gas chambers, etc., are in.
eluded.
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The only prayer of pulling your
ventures which government back into Constitutional
are established and ready forthe big order is to get G&Z elected or at least
Castro’s ouster. me second on that administration team.
Fny

as Oriental

Inc. It
Cornmu&

a
hp,-,a

DONE.

I see no other one with intent

in

goods from to restore, fully, the Constitution and
Sweep &an the multitudes of criminals.
ALL the
for d&r&u&-m h the United Stat= others desire bandaids and bailing
mh h aR wire and PLAY POLITICS--WITH
the nice
h the YOUR NATION AND YOUR EXISTENCE AS A NATION.
Gritz plans to put your killing debt
This kind of shady trafficking in
Communist slave-labor (or yours) back where it belongs--WITH THE
these so-called exile BANKS WHO CREATED THE
“leaders” have nothing but money on
sized brains. These are THE-PEOPLE
common criminals by any description DEN. I remind you--ALL of your
and would seem to fit your description taxes go ONLY to pay the banks-NOT RUN YOUR GOVERNMENT.
of ‘‘carpetbaggers’ ’ of
the most repulsive figures in any community.
Well, chelas, there is one hope for SOME 11,ooo APPOINTED POSICuba, but it becomes a long-shot that TIONS--AT YOUR EXPENSE. MR.
he can stay alive--onecalled “Rivero”.
River0 (no, not Geraldo--it is Felipe)
is the more popular person for the DETENTION, I SUSPECT.
DEBT.
people and would free Cuba. If this
happens you will have to have war or
works out in this little tricky deal.
DISTANCING FROM ISRAEL

march as an Irishman in the Parade? If
they are not honoring St. Patrick and
the Irish--WHAT WOULD THEY
BE DOING IN THE PARADE AT
ANY RATE??
Why do you cower and allow the
so-called Jews (or anyone) to call you
bigot or anti-Semite as if you bear the
plague of death? The ones who bear
the plague of death are defended and
forced to spread the disease among
you--by LAW. WHY ARE THESE
DEVIANTS ALLOWED TO DE-

given away your inheritance OfPer’fection and wealth-even in the physical experience* ‘O” have GIVEN

FAME YOU FOR YOUR OPINIONS
AND YET YOU MAY NOT EVEN
VOICE AN OPINION REGARDING
THEIR BEHAVIOR‘? BECAUSE
YOUHAVEBEENBRAINWASHED

away your powER gifted by GOD
UNTo you* SHALL you pERISH OR RECLAIM IT??’ ‘O”
MD0
IT BY “VoTING”* If you
mm back unto God Of Light and

ACCORDING TO THE
_coLsR
1

intent--you shall struggle and if you
refuse to see and act back within those
Ho1y Ru1es Of Balance--so shall you

why are allowed to be label4

m

insulting title if you say you don’t
want to send any more housing money
toaforeignnationorifyou
say you
prefer it go to Mexico across your own
border? Are YOUa “iew-hater” because you wani to feed&id clothe your
child? THEN STOP THIS SICK

play herein

“JEWS” TO KKK YOU--THEY
JJCOULDNOT~VE

ready to be played--the distancing
always comes first to protect the Israelis. The new assault against Baker and
“anti-Semitic’* nasties--is
show
of intent to fool
and
hide Israel from the REAL PLANS,
Bush and Baker are both on the “endangered species” list with contracts
out on Bush under which B&er is
dealing--so I think you will be seeing
a lot of dancing and growling and then
a major incident.

986
93581

You have been forced by the gross
minority of people to accept and act in
aberrant and deviant behavior and
your nation is ready to destruct from
the impact--as the, entire world--but
YOU MUST
START WITH
AMERICA ANDTHE WORLD CAN
FOLLOW.
I marvel at your attitudes--even
the New York St. Patrick’s Day Parade--Irish yet! What are you doing?
Why would you have a “gay group”
to march??
you label the Irish
already marching in honor of St.
Patrick as “heterosexuals”? If a man
or woman is homosexual, wouldn’t it
be more reasonable that they simply

Of you go sTUDy THE coNsTITUT1oN AND THENs STUDy
(?,OMMITTEE
300
GLoBALIsTs)* And maY God give
you insi@t as You do so0 ‘O” as a

do

ON HONEST EX- TECTED UNDER THE CONSTITUTION TO FREEDOM
OF
SPEECH AND BELIEF.
I DENOUNCE THESE COUN-

and
you--every

GoD--oNL y L1GHT!

PRE!.3ZNTED BY THE
THE NUMBERS DO NOT BALANCE!!! Now, what is WRONG
with my stating as much?‘? If their
numbers can prove otherwise--then I
shall stand corm&d! This does not
mean that 1 either hate, slander nor
appease a group or nation which has
stolen from another of God’s people,
the Palestinians.
And the Blacks? What about the
blacks?? They are God’s people-ALL, unless they deny that relationship. The British enslaved the
blacks of Africa and still do
There
is NO COLOR, CREED NOR RACE
IN THE HEAVENLY REALMS OF

pared pkmmlent for all who Will hear
and come. There are other wondrous
p laces to experience in physical form
and we can take you there--there is no
need to perish in the darkness of evil
tradition- ‘Onder it*

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
$lO.OO...(plusshipping)
Find out how you have been lied
to about the cause and reasons
for most wars and the real goals
of the
which is to rule the world with
Find out how you are being kept
track of by computers in every
detail of your lives. Read the
story of how the man-created or
man-enhanced diseases (AIDS,
Flu, etc.), man-created disasters
of droughts, wars, floods, earthquakes, volcanos, will continue
to kill off the unwanted.
‘o Order Contact: America West
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excesses of the Red Guards was building for, increasingly, groups within
. the military and among the workers
werebeginning to resist theRed Guards
and to call for a return to traditional

317192
..

Victor Zorza,
Nov. 15, 1965. By the mid
1960’s most of the professionals in the CIA’s Clandestine Services thought that
the day of the balloon as an
effective delivery vehicle in
had
long since passed. Years before, in the =ly
tumble era of the Cold War,
agency operators in West Germany had often used balloons
to carry anti-communist literature into the denied areas behind the Iron Curtain. These
operations, although lacking
in plausible deniability, normally a prerequisite in covert
efforts, had Xon=d
high--judging from the numerous angry protests issued
by the Soviet Union ‘and its
East European satellites.Since
then the propaganda game had
evolved into a subtle contest of
wits, and the agency’s Covert
Action Staff had developed far
more
methods for
spreading ideological messages. Thus,
a

Division

in I967

a

tbjs the

was to be mainland

The People’s Republic was at
that time in- the midst of the cultural
revolution.
Youthful Red Guards
were rampaging throughout the country, shattering customs and laws alike;
confusion, near chaos, engulfed the
nation. But the CIA’s China watchers
in Hong Kong and elsewhere on the
periphery of the mainland had detected that a reaction was settling in,
es$cially in southern China around
Canton and Foochow in the provinces
of Kwangtung and Judien. They believed that a kind of backlash
the

To the agency’s operators,
these wereconditions worth exploiting.
No one really believed that Communism could be eliminated from the
mainland, but the short-term political
objectives which might be achieved
through covert propaganda were too
tempting to pass up. China was an
avowed enemy of the United States
and the CIA felt that each bit of
additional domestic turmoil that could
be stirred up made the world’s most
country--already
menting with long-range ballistic missiles--that much less of a threat to
American national security. Furthermore, if Peking could be kept preoccupied with internal problems, then
the likelihood of Chinese military intervention in the Vietnamese war, in a
manner similar to that so effectively
employed years earlier in Korea, could
be diminished. Perhaps, too, China
could be forced to reduce its material
suPpOrt to North Vietnam and to cut
back or\ its export of revolution to
other areas of the developing world.
The operation was accordingly
approved bYthe 303 Committee (now
the 40 Committee) and the agency
took its balloons out of storage, shipping them to a secret base on
There they were loaded with a variety
of carefully prepared propaganda
materials--leaflets, pamphlets, newsright, launched to float over the mainland
due West Of the island.
The Iiterature dropped by the balloons
had been designed by the agency’s
propagandists
appear
possible in substance and style to the
few publications then being furtively
distributed on a small scale by conservative groups inside China. Names of
genuine anti-revolutionary organizations were not used; fictitious associations, some identified with the army,
others with agricultural communes or
urban industrial unions, were invented.
The main thrust of all the propaganda was essentially the same,
criticizing the activities (both real and
imaginary) of the Red Guards and, by
implication, those leaders who insPired or permitted such excesses. it

was hoped that the propaganda and its
attendant disinformation would create
further reactions to the cultural revolution, on one hand adding to the
growing domestic confusion and on
the other disrupting the internal balante of power among the leadership in
Peking. The CIA calculated that when
the Chinese realized they were being
propagandized, the U.S. government
could confidently disclaim any responsibility. The assumed culprit
would most likely be Chiang Kaichek’s Taiwan regime, the agency’s
witting and cooperative host for the
operation.
Almost immediately after it
began, the balloon project was a success. The CIA’s China watchers soon
saw evidence of increased resistance
to the Red Guards in the southern
provinces. Peking, apparently believing the reaction to the cultural revolution to be greater than it actually was,
displayed strong concern over developments in the south. And within
weeks, refugees and travelers from
the mainland began arriving in Hong
Kong with copies of the leaflets and
pamphlets that the agency’s propagandists had manufactured--a clear
indication of the
being given
the false literature by the Chinese
masses. It was not long, therefore,
before the Clandestine Services were
searching for other ways to expand
their propaganda effort against the
new target.
A decision was therefore made
to install on Taiwan a pair of clandestine radio transmitters which would
broadcast
propaganda--and
disinformation--of the same nature as
that disseminated by the balloon drops.
If the Chinese people accepted the
radio broadcasts aS genuine, the CIA
reasoned, then they might be convinced that the counter-movement to
the cultural revolution was gaining
strength and perhaps think that the
time had come to resist the Red Guards
and their supporters still more openly.
24

Against a closed-society target, simply providing information and
news that the government wishes to
keep from its people can have a significant effect. If, in addition, some
clever disinformation can be inserted,
then so much the better. The listeners,
realizing that much of what thev are

hearing is true, tend to believe that
ALL they are told is accurate.
One source of news used by
agency propagandists was the CIA’s
own Foreign Broadcast Information
Service (FBIS), which daily monitors
open radio broadcasting around the
world from more than a dozen listening postslocated in suchvaried places
as Hong Kong, Panama, Nigeria,
Cyprus, even San Francisco. The

a
a

Unlike most of the intelligence collected by the agency, the programs
monitored by the FBIS are widely
disseminated within the U.S. govemment and to certain subscribers among
the press corps and the academic community. These daily reports, verbatim transcripts translated into English,
are packaged and color-coded according to major geographical area--Far
East (yellow), Middle East/Africa
(blue), Latin America (pink), and so
on. But even though the FBIS editors
are members of the CIA’s Intelligence
Directorate, the operators in the
Clandestine Services are reluctant to
reveal their propaganda operations to
them. As a result, for its Far East daily
report the FBIS frequently monitored
and distributed the texts of programs
actually originating from the agency’s
secret stations on Taiwan along with
the transcripts of broadcasts from real
counter-revolutionaryorganizationson
the mainland.
CIA operators seemed untroubled by this development and the
accompanying fact that the agency’s
own China analysts back at headquarters in Washington (along with their
colleagues in the State and Defense
departments) were being somewhat
misled. Nor did they appear to mind
that unwitting scholars and newsmen
were publishing articles based to some
extent on the phony information being
reported by the FBIS. Eventually the
CIA analysts at home were informed
of the existence of the clandestine
radios, but no steps wBe taken to
rectify. the false data passed on to the
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other U. S . government agencies or to
the press and academia; operational
security precluded such revelations.
Besides, Communist China was an
enemy, and the writings of recognized
journalists and professors publicizing
its state of near chaos and potential
rebellion helped to discredit Peking in
the eyes of the world--which was,
after all, in keeping with the CIA’s
interpretation of American foreign
policy at the time. The

Meanwhile, the agency’s operatives turned to outright disinformation in their effort to exploit
China’s internal difficulties. For example,
12

forth something such as “. . .and
Umpty, in high school, struck a (minority person) in a bigoted fist fight
over a girl who reported he raped her.
The (minority person) was only defending the girl. ’’ Now, you see, they
have set up a past history of “bigoted
and violent” behavior against which
no person can respond for the ‘‘defendant” (Umpty) is NEVER GIVEN
TIME FOR REBUTTAL IN ANY
FURFORM WHATSOEVER.
THER, LET US SAY UMPTY IS
FOUND “INNOCENT’‘--THAT
WILL NEVER HIT THE FRONT
PAGE OF ANY PAPER--PROBABLY NOT EVEN THE BACK
PAGES.
YOU MUST COME TO SEE
HOW IT WORKS TO ENSLAVE
YOU TO IDEAS AND LIES OR
YOU WILL PERISH IN THE LIES.
Let us please take rest. Thank
you.
Hatonn to stand-by.

began to show results. The Red
Guards turned their fury on the MinLOOKING BACK TO THE
istry of Foreign Affairs, demanding
PAST
that Chinese diplomats, too, be
cleansed of Western ways andredediLooking back has but one purpose
cated to Mao’s principles of commu- of value:
nism.
Good habits do not form easily and
22
belief structures come even more
slowly and with difficulty. There***
fore, one must always search for that
I hope that you readers are now which is hidden within the complex
getting the realization of how the presentations of that which is presystem works to give disinformation sented in the intent and purpose of gain
and, actually, how easy it is to brain- of another.
wash people into accepting information
It is true that if one is to habitually
from “supposed” valid and honest speak well, read well and discern in
sources. Let us consider CNN a wisdom--one needs to form habits
minute--this IS the authorized CIA including these practices. However,
and Administration disinformation if one waits to “think” until he is
network. From this releasing of infor- proficient in all graces--he shall never
mation all other networks (ABC, NBC, f‘think” for self. One has to grow up
etc.)
follow
suit
with
the with good talk and good habits to form
disinformation.
There is enough such a habit, but you can learn and
“nothing”
sprinkled among the change in wisdom as information and
disinformation to stop your “think- light is brought unto you--each day is
ing” and insure your acceptance of a new gift for you to be anything that
“everything’‘--true or false. As ex- you wish to be. You can grow up
ample, say, Mr. Umpty Ump says he again amidst the good habits of other-is “tired of paying for Israel’s debt”. and it becomes self.
By the time the ADL and other Elite
To look backward for a while is to
organizations call Umpty names and refresh the eye, to restore it, and to
bash him about and CNN takes up the render it the more fit for its prime
cry and hue and Larry King interviews function of looking forward in full
the opposition--let me assure you that vision. This is what we are offering
you will think “Umpty” is not only a
bigot but a citizen unworthy of less
punishment than death or life incarceration for felony hate crime. Before
the barrage is over there will be thrust

GATES IN CIA AND THORNBURGH IN U.N.

If you learn to witness unto
the power-monger’s actions, laws and
If you watch you can see. Gates
hidden agendas--youcan counter with
your own power to stop them in the was put into the “head” position of
the CIA by Bush--to ensure continpresent-uation of all the black operations of
that secret presidential army of corruption--to make sure crime remains
unchecked.
Thornburgh was head of your U .S .
Judicial System--Attorney General.
Yet he was devastated by a major drug
and
scandal involving his top Justice Department staffers and even a member
on
of his own family--this was the man in
a
charge of ‘‘fighting crime” and ‘‘stopping drugs’ ’. He became, further,
quite unelectable as you people saw
through his own criminal behavior.
This did not stop him, however, for
Bush simply got him placed into a top
level post in the United Nations, Under-Secretary General for Administration and Management. This places

._

This is total insult to the so-called
Third World.

CONSPIRATORS RUNNING
FOR PRESIDENT
Dharma, since we are again facing
the possibility of you being in court for
some ten days to two weeks, I suggest
In a trip to the Soviet Union back
we write as much on the CIAas we can
in 1989, Thornburgh lauded the soprint.
I ask that you who desire to know the called “new” KGB as a
Conspirators’ Hierarchy and organizations, etc., get John Coleman’s
book by that title. I shall offer listings
as we move along but you need to
know the players now, before you
a
make more errors in discernment in
placement of leaders. Know that in
the political world, the ones in the
Republican Party and Democratic
Party who have no difficulty--are
placed there in full intent. However,
MOSOUITO-BORNE ENalso know that the ones who are against
CEPHALITIS
the staid principles and action of the
“fixed” parties--CAN BECOME
The Center for Disease Control in
INDEPENDENT CANDIDATES.
Atlanta has warned of the presence in
the United States of a mosquito-borne
encephalitis virus which kills a third
or more of its victims. Toward the end
of February the “tiger” mosquito
imported from Asia),
was found in tests to be the prime
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carrier of this deadly encephalitis virus. How interesting. Funny that you
‘6. ..can’t get the HIV virus from
mosquito bites but deadly encephalitis
vim is pfimtily distributed in that
manner! ” I wonder if “safe
prevents mosquito bites?
I’m sorry, chelas, the next step
planned for you is the next barrage and
epidemic of a ‘‘deadly virus’ ’. Please
take care and pay attention.
REMEMBER GORBACHEV?
AND THE IMF

“Jews”, “anti-Semitism” and such
in the profession of “Law”.
Remember the Protocols wherein
“....send your sons forth to be lawyers and doctors. . . ” Do
remember
Dan Quuyle,

?

LAWASSOCIA-

Bar
is

Funny that you don’t hear much
about Gorbachev any more, other than
he isn’t “ . . . getting all that was promised to him in rewards for stepping
down”. However, they fail to mention that he is a high-ranking and
highly paid officer of the Kissinger
and Associates Corporation in Moscow. In that capacity he continues to
pass out his wisdom and control in a
far more powerful way that he could as
a “defeated” state leader. A widely
viewed German TV channel showed
Gorbachev urging that the monetary
affairs of Russia and other former
Soviet republics should be put under
tight International Monetary . Fund
control. (The Committee of 300’s
money committee.)
He asked for full convertibility of
the ruble, which he said would ease
the full integration of the Eastern
economies into the World Bank and
Market.
a
on

IN

BAR ASSOCIATION AND
ANTI-SEMITISM
As these ones return to court, they
do so with the new mark having been
established of “anti-Semites”.
Yes
indeed, the opposition actually has
entered Phoenix material into the case
to “prove” anti-Semitism--whatever
that might have to do with Santa
Barbara Savings and Loan and the
Resolution Trust Corporation failure
to follow legal procedures and thereby
stealing the Ekker’s home and propI would remind you all of
something when it comes to so-called

is

a
a

Can’t theconstitutional Law Center do something? Perhaps in time-but not now while the case is stalled
for the fourth year. Further, while the
Ekkers are basically the only supporters of the Law Center it becomes
tedious to utilize the facility to its full
intent. The Center is focusing on far
more urgent cases. Some have supported the Center but it has been only
a tiny few and it is difficult to continue
under these burdens of responsibility.
It becomes appalling to realize that
people say they want justice and representation but they also want “another” to do the giving and the work
while they wait to reap the rewards of
the actions. It simply does not work
in that manner. We have even set up
a plan whereby a “donation” can be
fully backed and still, the investment
is only made by a few counted on one
hand.
It is fine, chelas--but when the
hordes of evil are upon you and your
Constitution is dead and gone and you
are wondering what hit you--these are
things to ponder. You want Gritz to
clean out your government houses for
you--and yet the group supporting him
with all expenses cannot even pay the.
phone bill and, again, my crew is
asked to pick up the burden. If
’ cannot assist; surely you can write a
letter to Ross Perot (who could help)
and ask him to support this man. If
you expect your voice to be heard then

you must speak out in any manner you
can be heard. Since the controlled
press will not allow publicaddress nor
will the media--then you will have to
utilize the only method remaining at
your disposal--MAIL and spreading
word any way you can.
You ones ask and ask and petition
again and again: “Give me a ‘safe’
place and when should I go there?!”
There are not going to be ANY SAFE
PLACES if you fail to turn about this
steamroller in the process of squashing you. God only sends the instructions and tells you “how” --you must
do the task. What have YOU done this
day toward saving your nation, your
family and your neighbor--or do you
wring your hands in disbelief and
trauma and finally announce that these
ones are simply “anti-Semite” bigots?
You have been told since the beginning that God would return and
that he would send his Hosts to give
“THE WORD” and announce
the return. You have been told since
the beginning that there would be
places prepared for you who follow
HIS laws and ask HIS sanction. How
did you think HE would come? How
did you think HE would speak to be
heard? Ah so--could it be - - -???
Salu.
Now, let us move back into discussion of the President’s private hitsquad, the CIA.
CIA. CONTINUED
We were speaking on the subject
of Propaganda and Disinformation,
we shall pick up the document at
midway, page 169. Thank you.
To be sure, propaganda and
disinformation are not new phenomena. Nations’ and factions within
nations havelong employed such techniques to enhance their own images
while at the same time attempting to
discredit their enemies and rivals. Yet
the great advances in communications
during the twentieth century have vastly
changed the potential of propagandistic effort, making possible rapid,
widespread distribution of propaganda
material. Nazi Germany refined and
made enormous use of the “big lie”.
The Soviet Union and other communist countries have used many of the
methods invented by the Germans and
have added new twists of their own.
Although the United States did not
actively enter the field until World
War II, when the OSS and the Office
of war Information (OWI) Started
theirpsychological-warfare programs,

its propaganda effort has grown--under the eyes of the Covert Action Staff
of the CIA’s Clandestine Services--to
be thoroughly expert.
Working on the CIA Staff are
sociologists, psychologists, historians,
and media specialists--all skilled at
selecting “reachable” targets, such as
the youth .gr intellectuals of a partitular country, and at getting a message through to them. In planning and
carrying out its activities, the branch
often works closely with other agency
officers in the area division. The idea
for an operation may be initiated by a
field component--say, a station in
Africa or Latin America--that sees a
special need or a target of opportunity
within its area of responsibility; it may
originate at headquarters in Langley,
either in the propaganda branch or in
one of the area divisions; or it may
come from the White House, the State
Department, the ‘Pentagon, or any
member of the U.S. intelligence community in the form of a requirement
for the CIA to take action, If it is
considered to be a program of major
political significance or entailing an
inherent high-risk factor--that is, if its
exposure would cause substantial
embarrassment for the U.S. govemment--a project proposal developed in
the Clandestine Services is submitted
to the Director’s office for review.
Subsequently. the plan will be sent to
the 40 Committee for final approval.
Thenceforth, control of any propaganda operation and responsibility for
its coordination within the Clandestine Services and the government may
rest with either the Covert Action
Staff or an area division. Certain
long-standing operations, such as Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty,
were traditionally under the control of
the CA Staff. But responsibility for
the newer and smaller operations usually is determined on an ad
with the CA Staff sewing in either an
advisory or controlling capacity, depending on the circumstances of the
particular undertaking.
A propaganda operation might
not be anything more sinister than
broadcasting straight news reports or
rock music to the countries of Eastern
Europe. Others are far more devious.
11

The CIA also makes considerable use of forged documents. Watergate burglar E. Howard Hunt [H:
Same
was. questioned in 1973 about his
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forgery of a State Department cable
directly linking the Kennedy Administration to the assassination of South
VietnamesePresident NgoDinhDiem.
“After all,” Hunt told the federal
prosecutor, “I had been given some
training in my past CIA career to do
just this sort of thing . . .

this “led to his sensational, gloomy
articles later.. . . Alsop was never told
this story.” Nor, of course, was the
false impression left with Alsop’s readers ever corrected.
CIA propaganda activities also
entail the publication of books and
periodicals. Over the years, the agency
has provided direct subsidies to a
number of magazines and publishing
houses, ranging from Eastern European emigre organs to such reputable
firms as Frederick A. Praeger, of New
York--which admitted in 1967 that it
had published “fifteen or sixteen
books” at the CIA’s request.

During
the mid-1960’s, for instance, the
agency learned that a certain West
African country was about to recognize the People’s Republic of China,
and that the local government intended to force the withdrawal of the
11
diplomatic representatives of Nationalist China. This was considered to be
Many other anti-communist
contrary to American foreign-policy
publishing
concerns in Germany, Italy,
aims, so the CIA went into action.
and France were also supported and
encouraged by the agency during the
6
post-World War II years, (
**
**
)
According
to
a
The
have
former
high-ranking
agency
official,
revealed some other examples of CIA
propaganda and disinformation activities.
One top-secret document
written in 1954 by Colonel Edward
Lansdale, then an agency operator,
describes an effort involving North
Vietnamese astrologers hired to write
predictions about the coming disasters
which would befall certain Vietminh
leaders and their undertakings, and
the success and unity which awaited
the South.
Lansdale also mentioned that
personnel under his control had engineered a black psywar strike in
Hanoi: leaflets signed by the Vietminh
instructing Tonkinese on how to behave for the Vietminh takeover of the
Hanoi region in early October, including items about property, money reform, and a three-day holiday of work‘ers upon takeover. The day following
the distribution of these leaflets, refugee registration tripled. Two days
later Vietminh took to the radio to
denounce the leaflets; the leaflets were
so authentic in appearance that even
most of the rank and file Vietminh
were sure that the radio denunciations
were a French trick.
Lansdale’s black propaganda
also had an effect on the American
press. One of these bogus leaflets
came to the attention of syndicated
columnist Joseph Alsop, who was
then touring South Vietnam. The
leaflet, indicating that many South
Vietnamese were to be sent to China to
work on the railroads, seemed to have
been written by the Communists.
Alsop naively accepted the leaflet at
face value and, according to Lansdale,

2

This same ex-official also
recalls with an ironic smile that for
several years the agency. subsidized
the New York communist paper, The
In fairness to the
staff, it must be noted that
they were unaware of the CIA’s assis-

national interests of the United States.
Sometimes this means simply
telling the truth to an audience (called
“white” propaganda); other times a
mixture of truths, half-truths, and
slight distortions is used to slant the
views of the audience (‘ ‘gray’ ’ propaganda); and, on occasion, outright lies
(“black” propaganda) are used, although usually accompanied for
credibility’s sake by some truths and a
few half-truths.
“Black” propaganda on the
one hand and “disinformation” on
the other are virtually
indistinguishable. Both refer to the spreading of false information in order to
influence people’s opinions or actions . Disinformation actually is a
special type of “black” propaganda
which hinges on absolute secrecy and
which is usually supported by false
documents; originally, it was something of a Soviet specialty, and the
Russian word for it,
is virtually a direct analogue of our
own. Within the KGB there is even a
‘‘Department of Disinformation’ ’.
On June 2,196l (less than two
Yet, months after the CIA’s humiliating
since its founding in 1947, the CIA has failure at the Bay of Pigs), Richard
spent over one billion dollars for pro- Helms, then Deputy Director of the
Clandestine Services, briefed the Senpaganda (II: This was only 1974
ate Internal Security Subcommittee on
Communist forgeries. Helms dis(mainly foreign but also domestic) to
page
further what it perceived to be the

tance, which came in the form of
several thousand secretly purchased
prepaid subscriptions. The CIA apparently hoped to demonstrate by this
means to the American public that the
threat of Communism in this country
was indeed real.
***
Although the CIA inherited
from the OSS responsibility for covert
propaganda operations, the agency
has no specific authority in the open
law to engage in such operations-other than the vague charge to carry
out “such other functions and duties
related to intelligence affecting the
national security as the National Security Council may from time to time
direct. *’
a
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cussed thirty-two fraudulent documents
“packaged to look like communications to or from American officials”.
Twenty-two were meant to demonstrate imperialist American plans and
ambitions; seventeen of these asserted
U.S. interference in the affairs of
several free-world countries. Of the
seventeen, eleven charged U.S. intervention in private business of Asian
nations. One was a fake secret agreement between the Secretary of State
and Japanese Premier Kishi permitting use of Japanese troops anywhere
in Asia. Another alleged that American policy in Southeast Asia called for
U. S . control of the armed forces of all
S.E.A.T.O. nations. Two forgeries
offered proof that the Americans were
plotting the overthrow of Indonesia’s
Sukamo; the remaining two were
merely meant to demonstrate that the
U.S. government, despite official disclaimers, was secretly supplying the
anti-Sukamo rebels with military aid.
These last examples concerning
Indonesia are especially interesting.
A cursory examination of the documents, as submitted by Helms, indicates that they were indeed rather
crude forgeries,
1958

well. And he knew that the

Helms’ testimony was released
to the public with the approval of the
CIA, which was, in effect, targeting a
propaganda operation against the
Americari people. Not only did he lie
about the Communists’ lying (which
is not to say that they are not indeed
culpable), but Helms in the process
quite ably managed to avoid discussion of the pervasive lying the CIA
commits in the name of the United
States.
***
Let us take a break please, before
we take up “The Radios”.
Hatonn to stand-by.
#2

CIA: PROPAGANDA & DISINFORMATION
THE RADIOS
Until 1971, the CIA’s largest propaganda operations by far were Radio
Free Europe (RFE) and Radio Liberty
(RL). RFE broadcast to Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and
Bulgaria, while RL was aimed at the
Soviet Union. These ostensibly private stations had been started by the
agency in the early 1950’s at the height

1
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- George Bush
Inauguration Day
January

of the Cold War. They operated under
thecover provided by their New Yorkbased boards of directors, which were
made up principally of distinguished
statesmen, retired military leaders,
and corporate executives. With studios in Munich and transmitters in
West Germany, Spain, Portugal, and
Taiwan, the two stations broadcast
thousands of hours of programs a year
into the Communist countries. Their
combined annual budgets ranged from
$30 to $35 million, and the CIA
financed over 95 percent of the costs.
A particularly deceptive aspect of the
RFE operation was, and is, the annual
fund-raising drive carried out in the
United States. Under the auspices of
the Advertising Council, RFE solicits
funds with the clear implication that if
money is not donated by the American
public the station will no longer be
able to function and the “truth” will
not get through to Eastern Europe.
Although between $12 and $20 million in free advertising time was made
available in 1969, for example, less
than $100,000 was raised from a not
terribly alarmed public.
In their early years, both RFE
and RL quite stridently promoted the
“rolling back” of the Iron Curtain.
(Radio Liberty was originally named
Radio Liberation.) The tone of their
broadcasts softened considerably in
the aftermath of the 1956 Hungarian
revolt, when RFE was subjected to

severe criticism for its role in seeming
to incite continued, but inevitably futile, resistance by implying that American assistancewould be forthcoming.
Duringandafter theHungarianevents,
it became quite clear that the United
States would not actively participate
in freeing the captive nations, and the
emphasis at both RFE and RL was
changed to promote liberalization
within the Communist system through
peaceful change. The CIA continued,
however, to finance both stations, to
provide them with key personnel and
to control program content.
The ostensible mission of RFE
and RL was to provide accurate information to the people of Eastern Europe. In this aim they were largely
successful and their programs reached
millions of listeners. While RFE and
RL broadcasts contained a certain
amount of distortion, they were, especially in the early years, considerably
more accurate than the Eastern European media. But to many in the CIA
the primary value of the radios was to
sow discontent in Eastern Europe and,
in the process, to weaken the Communist governments. Hard-liners in the
agency pointed to the social agitation
in Poland which brought Wladyslaw
Gomulka to power in 1959, the Hungarian uprising in 1956, and the fall of
Czech Stalinist Antonin Novotny in
1967 as events which RFE helped to
bring about. Others in the CIA did not
specifically connect RFE or RL to
such dramatic occurrences but instead
stressed the role of the two stations in
the more gradual de-Stalinization and
liberalization of Eastern Europe.
Like most propaganda operations, RFE’s and RL’s principal effect had been to contribute to existing
trends in their target areas and sometimes to accentuate those trends. Even
when events in Eastern Europe have
worked out to the agency’s satisfaction, any direct contribution by the
radios would be nearly impossible to
prove. In any case, whatever the
success of the two stations, the CIA
intended from the beginning that they
play an activist role in the affairs of
Eastern Europe--well beyond being
simply sources of accurate news. For,
in addition to transmitting information
to Eastern Europe and harassing the
Communist governments, RFE and
RL have also provided the Clandestine
Services with covert assets which
be used against the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe.
The two radio stations, with
their large staffs of Eastern European
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refugees* are a ready-made source of
agents, contacts, information, and
cover for operations. Among further
radio-derived sources of intelligence
was the comparatively large number
of letters RFE and RL received from
their listeners in Eastern Europe.
Delivered bY mail and bY travelers
coming to the West, theseletters were
considered by the agency’s clandestine operators to be an intelligencecollection resource.
RFE and RL
emigre’ personnel used the letters and
information available to the%tions to prepare written analyses of
what washappening in theEast. Much
of this analysis, however, was thought
to be Of doubtful value back at CIA
throughout the U.S. intelligence community.
However debatable the direct

fending the stations were those influlike former
ential personalities,
N. A.T.O. chief Lucius Clay, CBS
president Frank Stanton, and General
Motors chairman James Roche, who
made up the radios’ boards of directors. All of these efforts ran counter
to attempts of the CIA’s own Planning, Programming and Budgeting
Staff to’end agency support. Additionally, the CIA’s top management
appeared reluctant to part with the
stations because of a fear that if
$30 to $35 million in annual payments
were ended, that money would be
lost to the CIA. Each
internal agency study which called for
the end of the CIA’s involvement
led to
more than
another study
made.
Turner

Eastern Europe, the governments of st a t*
the Communist countries obviously
were quite disturbed by the stations. clock war news.
Extensive efforts were made to jam

CNN REPLACES RFE & RL

the list
so
a

Committee
INF’ORMATION AND
YOUR

No change occurred until January 1971, when Senator Clifford Case
of New Jersey spoke out against the
CIA subsidies to the radios and proposed legislation for open funding.
Case’s move attracted quite a
bit of attention in the media and it
became obvious that the Senator was
not going to back down in the face of
administration pressure. When the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
scheduled hearings on Case’s bill and
Senator threatened to call former
RFE employees as witnesses, the CIA
decided that the time had come to
divest itself of the two stations (at least
publicly). Open congressional funding becameadity,
andbytheendof
1971 CIA financial involvement in
RFE and RL was
ended.
Whether the agency has also dropped
all its covert assets connected with
them is not known, but, given past
experience, that is not likely. For the
time being, the largest threat to the
future of RFE and RL would seem to
be not Congress, which will probably
vote money indefinitely, but the West
Germangovernment ofWilly Brandt.
Now that the stations are in the open,
Bonn faces pressure from the Eastern
European countries to forbid them to
broadcast on German soil.

replaced
the“radio”with“TV’9
CNN

Communist intelligence services were
actively trying to discredit the stations
and to infiltrate the radios’ staffs. In
many cases, they succeeded, and by
the mid-1960’s the general view at
CIA headquarters was that the two
facilities were widely penetrated by
communist agents and that much of
the analysis coming out of Munich
wasbasedon falseinformationPlant&
by opposition agents. During this
same time the spirit Of East-West
and many
ers in the CIA thought that RFE and
RL had outlived their usefulness.
SuPpOrters of the stations were finding it increasingly difficult at budget
time to justify their Yearly costs. Even
the Eastern European governments
were showing a declining interest in
the stations, and the jamming efforts
fell off considerably.

you can go
“300”

results. In more recent times,
operations against Eastern Europe and
U.S.S.R. have become less frein the quent and less crude. The agency,
was however, has continued to maintain its
contacts with emigre’ groups in West300. em Europe and the United States.
These groups are sometimes well informed on what is happening in their
homecountriesand they often provide
a conduit for the CIA in its dealings
with dissidents in those countries.

in
only

there was no GCnews”
d
and atrocities.1
Thus, bureaucratic inertia, the
unwillingness of the USIA to take
over the radios’ functions, and wellplaced lobbying efforts by RFE and
IU boards of directors combined to
keep CIA funds flowing into both
1960’s. Even
when agency financing of the stations
became widely known during the 1967
scandal surrounding the CIA’s penetration and
tional Student Association, the agency
did not reduce its support. In the
aftermath of that scandal, President
0 nson’s special review group, the
Katzenbach Committee, recommended
that the CIA not be allowed to finance
“any of the nation’s educational or
private voluntary organizations”.
Still, with the approval of the White
House, the
did not let go of
RFE or RL, m: The “&&xenbac&
Co-tee’
9reminds me oftbe me

TheagencY carried out several
internal studies on the utility of RFE
and RL, and the results. in each case
favored phasing
CIA funding. But
after each study a few old-timers in the
you bad with the <‘Warren” Corn-whose connections with the
tions went back to their beginnings,
would come
with new and dubious death--Warren is “one of ‘em !“;
reasons why the radios should be.
continued. The emotional attachment Warren in a
;f
300.
is
RL was extremely strong.

prominent
memt,

_
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has foL*idthe emigre’ group to be
of only marginal usefulness.
Another organization heavily
subsidized by the CIA was the Asia
Foundation. Established by theagency
in 1956, with a carefully chosen board
of directors, the foundation was designed to promote academic and publit interest in the East. It sponsored
scholarly research, supported conferences and symposia, and ran academic
exchange programs, with a CIA subsidy that reached $8 million dollars a
year. While most of the foundation’s
activities were legitimate, the CIA
also used it, through penetrations
among the officers and members, to
fund anti-Communist academicians in
various Asian countries, to disseminate throughout Asia a negativevision
of mainland China, North Vietnam,
and North Korea, and to recruit foreign agents and new case officers.
Although the foundation often served
as a cover for clandestine operations,
its main purpose was to promote the
spread of ideas which were anti-communist and pro-American--sometimes
subtly and sometimes stridently. [H:
300.

2

but he still might at some point a
accept the argument, as part of an Committee.
effort to further the East-West
that RFE and RL represent names in
unnecessary obstacles to improved
relations.
OTHER PROPAGANDA
OPERATIONS

There is

“300”.

*
The CIA has always been interested in reaching and encouraging
dissidents in Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union.
the early days of the
Cold War, the agency sent its own
agents and substantial amounts of
money behind theIron Curtain to keep
things stirred up, mostly with disas-

a
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PROPAGANDIZING

AMERICA

The focus of the Asia Foundation’s activities was overseas, but
the organization’s impact tended to be
greater in the American academic community than in the Far East. Large
numbers
American
participated in- foundation programs,
and they--usually unwittingly--contributed to the popularizing of CIA
ideas about the Far East. Designed-and justified at budget time--as an
overseas propaganda operation, the

Asia Foundation Z&Owas

guilty of propagandizing the American people with agency views on Asia.
The agency’s connection with
the Asia Foundation came to light just
after the 1967
CIA subsidies to the National Student Association* The foundation ‘learly was One
of the organizations which the CIA
was banned from financing and, under
the recommendations
of the
Katzenbach Committee, the decision
was made to end CIA funding.
complete cut-off after 1967, however,
would have forced the foundation to
shut down, so the agency made it the
beneficiary of a large ‘‘severance payment” in order to give it a couple of
years to develop alternative sources of
funding. Assuming the CIA has not
resumed covert financing, the Asia
Foundation has apparently made itself
self-sufficient by now (1974).
During the 1960’s the CIA
developed proprietary companies of a
new type for use in propaganda Operations. These proprietaries are more
compact and more covert than relalively unwieldy and now exposed fronts
like the Asia lFoundation and Radio
Free Europe.
27

More and more, as the United
States cuts back its overt aid programs
and withdraws from direct involvement in foreign countries *e agency
probably will be called upon to carry
Out simi1ar missions
*** in Other nations*
USING DEFECTORS FOR
PROPAGANDA

techniques. “It was our opinion,” the
former Czech operative said, “that
the Americans had more effective
means than this sort of trickery--things
such as economic-aid programs--that
were more influential than any black
propaganda operation.”
While Bittman may well have
been reflecting attitudes held by his
former colleagues in Czech intelligence, his words must be considered
suspect. The Czechs almost certainly
know something about the CIA’s propaganda and disinformation programs,
just as the CIA knows of theirs. But
Bittman’s statement, taken along with
his extensive descriptions of Czech
and Russian disinformation programs,
reflects exactly the image the CIA
wants to promote to the American
public--that the communists are always out to defraud the West, while
the CIA, skillfully uncovering these
been finish& be
will en- deceits, eschews such unprincipled
courage--and will help--the defector tactics.
to write articles or books about his past
CIA BOOK PUBLISHING
life. As he may still be living at a CIA
f ‘let
acr 1 y or be dependent on the agency
for his livelihood, the defector would
To the CIA, propaganda
b e extremely reluctant to jeopardize through book publishing has long been
his future by not cooperating. The a successful technique. In 1953 the
CIA does not try to alter the defector’s agency backed the publication of a
writings drastically; it simply influ- book called THE DYNAMICS OF
ences him to leave out certain inforwhich was writmation because of security consider- ten by
Rostow, later President
ations, or because the thrust of the Johnson’s- Assistant for National Seinformation runs counter to existing curity Affairs, and other members of
American policy. The inclusion of the staff of the Center for International
information justifying U.S. or CIA Studies at the Massachusetts Institute
practices is, of course, encouraged, of Technology. The center had been
and the CIA will provide whatever set up with CIA money in 1950 and
literary assistance is needed by the this book was published in two verdefector. While such books tend to sions, one classified (for the CIA and
show the Communist intelligence ser- government policy-makers) and the
vices as diabolical and unprincipled other unclassified (for the public).
organs (which they are), almost never Both versions, except in some minor
do these books describe triumphs by details, promoted the thesis that the
the opposition services over the CIA. Soviet Union is an imperialistic power
Although the other side does indeed bent on world conquest, and that it is
win on occasion, the agency would the responsibility of the United States
prefer that the world did not know to blunt the Communist menace.
Most CIA book operations,
that. And the defector dependent on
the CIA will hardly act counter to its however, are more subtle and clandestine. A former CIA official who
interests.
In helping the defector with specialized in Soviet affairs recalls
his writing, the agency often steers how one day in 1967 a CIA operator
him towardapublisher. Even someof on the Covert Action Staff showed
the public-relations aspect of promot- him a book called THE FOREIGN
a his book may be aided by the CIA, AID PROGRAMS OF THE SOVIET
ing
as in the case of Major Ladislav BLOC AND COMMUNIST CHINA
Bittman, a Czech intelligence officer by a German named Kurt Muller. The
who defected in 1968. Prior to the book looked interesting to the Soviet
1972 publication of his book, THE expert, and heasked to borrow it. The
DECEPTION GAME, Bittman was Covert Action man replied, “Keep it.
interviewed by the
We’ve got hundreds more downwhich quoted him on ‘U.S. stairs.” Muller’s book was someintelligence’s use of the disinformation thing less than an unbiased treatment
The CIA has also used deectors from Communist governments
for propaganda purposes--a practice
which has had more impact in this
. These defectors, without any prodding by the
CIA, would have interesting stories to
tell of politics and events in their
homelands, butalmostallareimmediately taken under the CIA’s control
and subjected to extensive secret debriefings at a special defector reception center near Frankfurt, West Germany, or, in the cases of particularly
knowledgeable ones, at agency “safe
. In
return for the intelligence supplied
about the defector’s former life and
work, theCIA usuallytakescareofhis
resettlement in the West, even providing a new identity if necessary. Sometimes, after the lengthy debriefing has

of the subject; it was highly critical of
Communist foreign assistance to the
Third World. The Soviet specialist is
convinced that the agency had found
out Muller was interested in Communist foreign-aid programs, encouraged
him to write a book which would have
a strong anti-communist slant, provided him with information, and then
helped to get the book published and
distributed.
Financing books is a standard
technique used by all intelligence services. [H:
a

we

a
a

NO
Many writers are glad to
write on subjects which will further
their owncareers, and witha slant that
will contributeto thepropagandaobjectives of a friendly agency. Books of
this sort, however, add only a false
aura of respectability and authority to
the information the intelligence agency
would like to see spread--even when
that information is perfectly accurate--because they are by definition
restricted from presenting an objective analysis of the subject under consideration. And once exposed, both
the writer and his data become
pect.
ers

a

4%

Spies, however, do not keep
journals. They simply do not take that
kind of risk, nor do they have the time
to do so while they are leading double
lives.
a

ing a
24%

PAPERS
Allen Dulles
3001 seemed to be
rubbing salt in their wounds when he
wrote in THE CRAFT OF INTELLIGENCE that the Penkovsky defection had shaken the Soviet intelligence
services with the knowledge that the

f
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West had located Russian officials
willing to work “in place for long
periods of time’ ’ and others who ‘‘have
never been ‘surfaced’ and (who) for
their own protection must remain unknown to the public. ”
And, of course, the publication of
THEPENKOVSKY PAPERS opened
the Soviets up to the embarrassment of
having the world learn that the top
level of their government had been
penetrated by a Western spy. Furthermore, Penkovsky ‘s success as an agent
made the CIA look good, both to the
American people and to the rest of the
world. Failures such as the Bay of
Pigs might be forgiven and forgotten
if the agency could recruit agents like
Penkovsky to accomplish the one task
the CIA is weakest at--gathering intelligence from inside the Soviet Union
or China.
The facts were otherwise, however. In
a

Dr. John Coleman
$1695...(plus shipping)
Few know of the existence of this
most secret society consisting of
300 people who control world affairs through a network of interlocking banks, financial institutions, insurance companies, newspapers, radio and television stations, Fortune 500 corporations
who have at- their service intelligence agencies of several nations.
This book rips the lid off the top
conspiratorial body in the world
today who plan and direct all the
events making the headlines.

In a 1971
Senate debate on cutting the intelligence budget, the Senator said, ‘‘And
if you want to read something very
interesting and authoritative where
intelligence is concerned, read the
Penkovsky Papers . . . this is a very
interesting story, on why the intelligence we had in Cuba was so important to us, and on what the Russians
were thinking and just how far they
would go. ”

To the skittish CIA operators,
Penkovsky seemed too good to be
true, especially in the period following
the Burgess-McLean catastrophe. The
CIA had also suffered several recent
defeats at the hands of the KGB in
Europe, and it was understandably
reluctant to be duped again.
Penkovsky, however, was determined to spy for the West, and in
1960 he made contact with British
CUBAN MISSILES
intelligence, which eventually recruited him. The British informed the
Yet the CIA intelligence anCIA of Penkovsky’s availability and
alysts
who
were working on the Cuban
offered to conduct the operation as a
problem at the time of the missile
joint project.
crisis and preparing the agency’s intelligence reports for the President up
to and after the discovery of the Soviet
missiles saw no such information from
Penkovsky or any other Soviet spy.
The key intelligence that led to the
discovery of the missiles came from
the analysis of satellite photography of
3
theU.S:S.R.,Sovietshipmovements,
was a U-2 photographs of Cuba, and inbest-seller round the world, and es- formation supplied by Cuban refupecially in the United States. Its gees. Penkovsky’s technical backpublication certainly caused discom- ground information, provided well
before the crisis, was of some use--but
fort in the Soviet Union.
not of major or critical importance.
9%
Several scholars of the Soviet
Union have independently charRichard Helms years later acterized
as
again referred to Penkovsky in this being partly bogus and as not having
vein, although not by name, when he come from Penkovsky’s “journal”.
claimed in a speech before the Ameri- The respected Soviet expert and colcan Society of Newspaper Editors that umnist for the
“a number of well-placed and coura- and the
Victor Zorza,
geous Russians . . . helped us” in wrote that “the book could have been
uncovering the Soviet move.
compiled only by the Central Intelli-

By Raquel Martin
$16.95...Trade Paper
This is the first comprehensive,
referenced, easy-to-read book
about
viewed
fromthe patient’sperspective.Over
55 million Americans are receiving or seeking chiropractic care.
Ms. Martin has successfully dispelled the myths whichhave in the
past prevented individuals from
seeking chiropracticcareas a valid
and successfulpreventativehealth
care and treatment alternative.

gence Agency.” Zorza pointed out
that Penkovsky had neither the time
nor the opportunity to have produced
such a manuscript; that the book’s
publisher (Doubleday and Company)
and translator (Peter Deriabin, himself a KGB defector to the CIA) both
refused to produce the original Russian manuscript for inspection; and
that
contained
errors of style, technique, and fact that
Penkovsky would not have made. HI:

British intelligence also was
not above scoring a propaganda victory of its own in the Penkovsky
affair. Penkovsky’s contact officer
had been MI-~‘S Grenville Wynne,
who, working under the cover of
being a businessman, had been arrested at the same time as Penkovsky
and later exchanged for the Soviet spy
Gordon Lo&ale.
a

British intelligence wanted the book published in
part to make some money for Wynne,
who had gone through the ordeal of a
year and a half in Soviet prisons, but
the MI-~‘S main motive was to counteract the extremely unfavorable publicity that had been generated by the
defection of its own senior officer,
Harold “Kim” Philby, in 1963, and
the subsequent publication of his memoirs prepared under the auspices of the
KGB.
Interestingly,
nowhere in
CONTACT ON GORKY STREET
does Wynne cite the help he received
from the CIA. The reason for this
omission could have been professional
jealousy on the part of British intelligence, good British manners (i.e., not
mentioning the clandestine activities
of a friendly intelligence service), or
most likely, an indication of the small
role played by the CIA in the operation.
KRUS)l( jt-‘i”.) j$@&
_
Another book-publishing ef-
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the petitions are urgent. Please ask
In reverence and respect I greet
that a copy of Col. Gritz’ note to me, Bea, Trish, Paul, Dan, Ron and Al in
Dharma, I will be
to a of 2/15/92, be included with the re- the land of God’s wondrous gift of
beauty unto man. I thank you for
couple of letters first this morning as sponse.
writing; I can bow unto your confucont.
sion and I want you to know that I
fort in which the CIA may or may not it supported Moscow’s anti-Stalinists, dislike any participation in anything as
have been involved--to some degree-- and in turn increased the prospects for sticky and ugly as “man’s politics”.
I must, however, separate that
was KRUSHCHEV REMEMBERS, detente.
***
which is distasteful and vulgar and
and the second volume of Krushchev
that which is given within the laws of
memoirs scheduled for publication
OUR ENEMY REVEALED
God. As we move into that which falls
this year ( 1974). While these autobiointo definition of political leadership,
graphical and somewhat self-serving
If you are still among the living, the definitions become even more celworks unquestionably originated with
the former Soviet premier himself, breathing, walking and “thinking” lular for Man has conjured his own
there are a number of curious cir- masses--do you not begin to believe laws to suit his lustful desires and
cumsmces connected with their trans- that there has been. much collusion greedy egos.
ALWAYS JUDGE THE ACmission from Moscow to Time Inc. in against you-the-people? Remember
New York, and to its book-publishing
that Krushchev is the one who ham- TIONS AND THE WORDS--NEVER
division, Little, Brown and Company. mered his shoe upon the table and said THE UAN! Right here you are reTime Inc. has been less than forth- “we will bury you”! Wait, and they lieved of much of your burden and
coming -about how it gained access to shall! You just didn’t
who your confusion. One day you will be corthe 180 hours of taped reminiscences enemy was and that it was mainly your rect about the “man” and the next you
upon which the books are based, and own government. Pogo said it best: shall be wrong for he can change as
how the tapes were taken out of the “I have found my enemy and he is quickly as his heartbeat. Realizing
this truth, let us look at that which is
U.S.S.R. without the knowledge of me.”
Further, in this event of subterfuge known and a tid-bit or two that rethe Soviet government or the ubiquitous and proficient KGB. The whole and planned extortion and lies, hidden mains hidden. If you are current with
operation--especially
its political
agendas and secret clandestine
the
you will have replottings--do
you
still
believe
that
NOceived this information from Bo.
implication--was simply too important to have been permitted without at ONE HAS TAMPERED WITH THE
Often in the zeal to become a
least tacit approval by Soviet authori- BOOKS YOU CALL DIVINE? HOW servant unto God, Man rushes headties. Unlike Alexander Solzhenitsyn, SO? WHY WOULD THE MOST long into that which is not actually his
Krushchev was subsequently neither IMPORTANT TOOLS AGAINST to do--that is “judgment” and “disdenounced nor exiled by Moscow’s THE ADVERSARY BE LEFT UN- cernment FOR another”. Because all
TAMPERED WHILE YOU AL- men are gifted with “sin” (error),
all-powerful party chiefs.
Most of the explanations of- LOWED ALL THE REST TO BE- there will be many.
fered by Time Inc. to clarify the COMETHETOTALLIE? PONDER
various mysteries involved in this epi- IT WELL, FOR YOU HAVE BEEN
GEN. MOHR’S LETTER
sode have a slightly disingenuous air. “HAD”.
They may be true, but a number of
Dharma, I recognize that you have
Let us look at this letter sent to
highly regarded American-and British worked beyond that which will allow “Roy and Jo” which has given great
scholarsand intelligenceofficersdealyour arms to heal but we shall prob- pain and consternation unto you in
ing with Soviet affairs find them dif- ably have some hours of inability to Hawaii. I do not judge Jack Mohr--1
ficult to accept in toto. why, for write so we needed to work this extra admireand respect him and am pleased
example, did Time Inc. find it neces- while. Ones ask why these ones give to serve in the same intent. However,
sary to take the risky step of sending and give without reward and/or ceas- I have had opportunity to rise from the
a copy of the bqund galleys of the book ing or complaint. Dharma
drudge of the physical confinement
to its Moscow bureau--secretly via
and can see with more “light”. You
Helsinki--before it was published‘?
are destined to “guess” and “ascomplete story of the Krushchev memsume”--I have the wondrous growth
oirs, in short, may never be publicly
of being able to “know”.
known. And if it is, it may turn out to
Let us analyze, a bit too minutely
be another example of secret U.S.perhaps, theoutlay of Jack’s presentaSoviet cooperation, of two hostile
tion so that you might know “how” to
powers giving wide circulation to inIf each would only effort to leave look at other material which will flow
formation that each wants to see pub- the legacy of truth and freedom unto past your eyes as on& assent and
lished, while collaborating to keep your children and this planet which dissent to your task--no matter what
their operatiofis away from the eyes of has given you life--what a wondrous the task.
the general public on both sides. After world you would become--if only each
Jack says he is “deeply hurt by
all, the publication of the first volume would take his own load and walk ‘Bo’ Gritz’ about face’ ’ . Are you and/
in 1971 had a relatively happy effect-- together. Salu.
or Jack sure that Bo has made an
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“about face”? Further, thisjudement
came regarding a statement in the
public, as a candidate for leadership,
directed as such to an audience of
decision makers.
The statement as stati is “that
although he did not approve of homosexuality he would ‘fight to the
death for their right to decide what
they wanted to do with their life”‘.
Now, supposing this had been: “Although I do not approve of Hawaiians
I will fight to the death for their right
to decide where they want to live in
their life. ’’ This would appear to be
a ridiculous statement--BUT, is it?
Remember, precious travelers, it is
not the homosexuality that is in point-it is the actions of the homosexual.
Misuse and breaking of God’s
commandments are as wrong as are
the abuse by the homosexual. To
confuse the issues, the adversary has
dumped upon you the misuse and
disinformation specifically to cause
you to JUDGE without knowledge of
the whole.
For instance, might God not have
more grace and allowance in acceptance of one who “prefers” his own
sex in company and disallows all physical activities with that other? YOU
MUST NOT JUDGE ANOTHER
EXCEPT BY THE ACTIONS
THEREOF. The point in reference is
that a man who is to uphold the
Constitutional Laws of a Nation, even
as written along the guidelines of the
Commandments of God--must put
aside his “opinions” and follow the
letter of those Laws as given. WHEN
YOU HAVE GODLY MEN IN
LEADERSHIP AND MOVE AGAIN
WITHIN THE ABSOLUTE LAWS
OF THE CONSTITUTION--THE
PEOPLE WILL FOLLOW FORTHE
THRUST OF LIES UPON YOUR
BEHAVIOR PATTERNS WILL
If Commander Gritz were unwilling to fight for the “rights” of
these ones to exist in America, then he
would not be worthy to stand as leader
for he would be immediately casting
aside the rights of individuals in sovereignty under your Constitutional
Bill of Rights. Just because YOU
“believe” a certain way--is proven to
be most often “incorrect belief’ ’ +nd
ones become narrow unto losing their
very souls to defend that incorrect

pose you haveaperson who speaksall INGS OF THIS WONDROUS BE- Lighted Freedom? Or, are ye out to
truth until his last sentence and then he ING GIFTED UNTO YOUR PLACE destroy the only man who can lead
perception. says that the sky is actually black in AND NOT THE BLOOD FROM A your nation into its sovereign
First the “Hill must be taken”, in Hawaii? It may well mean the person MURDERED PERSON? HOW AND again?
military jargon--then the LAWS can is only color-blind--it certainly does TO WHERE DID YOU THINK GOD
be reviewed and actions can be de- not negate the ‘6truth,, spoken. The WOULD COME AGAIN?
“BO” CHOSEN MAN OF
YOU
fined according to those ;aws--within discernment comes, as with political ANSWER THAT QUESTION HONGOD
the guidelines set forth in the Consti- candidates, in choosing those with ESTLY--FROM WHERE DID YOU
tution garnered from the Laws of God intent unto God and Country. You can COMETOTHINK SUCH THING?
I shall tell you this, James ’‘Bo”
and Nature.
only do this by hearing “all” in open IF GOD BE & WOULD HE NOT Gritz is a chosen man--of God--and he
God presents laws unto humans minded love and TOTALLY FULL BE ABLE TO ATTEND &?
SO shall
as needs be for the task at
who are given thought processes above KNOWLEDGE OF THE GUIDE- BE IT.
hand and it shall be left to God to
those of the natural creatures--to main- LINES SET FOR THAT MAN IN
Will Bo “tuck his tail and run”? discern when that point is reached for
tain natural balance and love, with THAT POSITION FOR WHICH HE THIS is perhaps the most judgmental service
tool honed for the
harmony, within thegardensgiven for IS RUNNING FOR OFFICE.
A of all--for this infers that the writer needed surgery. I stand within the
experience and sustainment of physi- PRESIDENT IS TO UPHOLD AND ’ perceives and has judged as much and circle of the God of Light and so shall
cal life.
ACT ONLY WITHIN AND AC- now wishes to influence all who listen it be. YOU will not choose of GOD’S
CORDING TOTHE LAWS OF THE to him. Will Bo “run”? No. Would servants and if ye deny that which is
THE CHRISTED TEACHER
AS
CONSTITUTION
CON- he “tuck his tail”? Come now--if he sent to give you freedom--I pity your
AND THE ESSENES
STRUCTED. THOSE LAWS ARE changes his opinion he will shout it world. It is not for YE TO JUDGE
TO BE INTERPRETED BY THE directly to your face and not behind and ye need not be confused--if not
Remember, dear ones, that the SUPREME COURT OF A NATION the hand in whispers or he wouldn’t be Bo--WHO?
Christed Teacher was pulled this way (NOT MADE) AND THIS IS SET saying these perhaps foolish things on
Buchanan? Pat has just changed
and that way and even unto the Essenes; FORTH TO PROTECT THE SOV- national television and radio. How is his stripes, it seems. Yesterday he
he had to leave them for they taught EREIGN RIGHTS OF CITIZENS. it that ye “judge” another by that said that he thought Bush would win
“their” opinions and they were not of AS A MAN RUNNING FOR PRESI- which he says that agrees or disagrees the nomination of the Republican Party
those given forth from God. The DENT, HE HAS NO RIGHT TO with thine own opinion.3 Are you and that he “is a good man, an honorEssenes continued to thrust forth the DENOUNCE ANYONE OTHER without error? Then if so, be the first able man, with love and desire for that
lie of that encounter unto this day. THAN AS BO DID, “I DO NOT to cast.the stone--BUT, I REMIND which is good for the nation--he just
Does this make the Essenes “bad”? APPROVE--BUT I WILL DEFEND YOU THAT THE FINAL JUDG- needed a bit of ‘re-directing’!” You
No, it only shows that they know not THIS CITIZEN WHO IS AF- MENT IS WITH GOD AND IF YE see,PathasjudgedthisPresidenttobe
that which they do or espouse for they FLICTED WITH THIS DISEASE. ” TOSS THAT STONE, NO MATTER one way and publicly stated this. If he
have listened to the opinions of other
As to Bo and David Duke,
HOW TINY--YE HAVE PROVED meant it not--then HE lied to you prior
men and upon those earthly opinions
OF YOUR LACK OF WISDOM. to yesterday! George Bush, by all
David ? See the note at- PONDER IT.
have made their judgment. You must
evidence now proven, is one of the
understand that you can make discem- tached in response to my harsh reThe letter states: “While I have a most deadly criminals ever to grace
merits and act upon them--judgment is buttal to Same
great deal of admiration for physical your throne in the kingdom of America
a final decision allowing very little
We compare the situation to Peter bravery, and no doubt Bo is one of the and/or the world. This is in full
“face” to change of ones opinions-- in the Garden. Again, man hasjudged best, as his war record shows. I have “judgment” of the actions of the
and I discern that Jack has fallen into Peter on the say-so of other men long ’known many men during my 24 years Man--the Man is only to be judged by
this latter category. “Christ” does since dead, gone and evil in the first in the Army, covering three wars, God and self. Pat also said, of the
NOT mean “Jesus’‘--Christ is a state place. I see that Gen. Mohr has made who would charge into the face of a incident of the burial of soldiers in
of Godly “being”. “Jesus” was a judgments far more harshly than has machine gun, yet who were moral and trenches, by your own military--“1
man first called Esu Immanuel and Bo against brother. Who shall lead spiritual cowards.” Coward? Spiri- think it was a brilliant move”! Brilmany various other labels. “Christ” your government? God cares not what tual and moral coward? Do you liant? Were these careless words?
is without form, absolute and without WAS a man--GOD CARES WHAT actually believe this man to be a cow- Where has all your honor gone? War
change* In teachings Of any group Or
A MAN . It is spoken of Peter ard--this man who bases his thrust on and killing IS NOT OF GOD! DOES
“camp” as referred to as a “Bible denying Jesus. “Jesus” was not his God and the Constitution. 3 Your na- THIS MEAN THAT THOSE WHO
Camp”, theauthority is already “sus- name at the time--Paul gave the label tion was created as a goodly place HAVE DONE SO IN HONEST
pect” because someone has pro- to Jesus “AFTER”, so who, in fact, UNDER GOD. It says nothing about THOUGHT THAT IT BE WORTHY
nounced “judgment” on another if did Peter deny? Who said so? Is Gen. Jesus. I note that those good “Jesus” AND RIGHTEOUS ARE DOOMED
the “other” differs in opinion. Does Mohr offering his life to his country.3 Christians were most abusive of the AND JUDGED TO HELL? NO--IT
“speaking to Pete’s Camp for two Is that not in itself perhaps denial? He natives in point in America. That was MEANS THAT WITH INSIGHT
years” mean that a man may not declined to go to a meeting ‘in West NOT “Christ”ian. Christ is a state of COMES WISDOM AND IN WISbecomeinsightful and enlightened unto Virginia from Mississippi because his “being” and a mode of action--and DOM IT BECOMES APPARENT
higher truth and knowledge? What “Doris” did not like him to be gone yes, the nation was founded on the THAT BREAKING GOD’S LAWS
else should serve the purpose of the more than two or three days. I honor “Christ laws of God” and immedi- IS UNWORTHY AND WRONG.
Camp in the first place unless it is to this man--he has done as much good in ately tom asunder by the anti-Godly-DEFENSE OF BROTHER AND
serve the ones who run the Camp and bringing truth of the government and by any religious label. To wear the SELF IS WORTHY. As wisdom is
the opinions of the ones who make the political system as anyone I have met word “Christ” across thine head gained, wars cease and Man
laws?
and yet, he denies ME also. HOW speaks not of Christianity--only ac- “prove himself’ in differing manner
Do the runners of a “Camp” have
WILL GOD RETURN? WHO WILL tions speak truth of that state of con- for in the ending the pen is truly
a right to make the rules? Absolutely! ATTEND YOU AT “RAPTURE”? sciousness.
mightier than is the sword. Further,
Moreover, can not the ones who WHAT WILL THE PHYSICAL
So, are ye out to reclaim your the pen might well bring the WORD
“hear” glean the value, truth and BLOOD SPILLAGE OF A MAN nation and restore your Constitution which enters you into the Kingdom
light from a speaker without accepting MERIT YOU IN THE SOUL which is your best guideline for mov- whereas the sword may well enter you
all the opinions of the speaker? Sup- REALMS? IS ITNOTTHETEACHing back toward the direction of
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love so that the passage may be beauteous and not bound in perceptions of
hopelessness. Realize that in the permanent bindings of oppression the
bough and the sapling are bent and
grow into bent and twisted frames.

into the pits. When a man has learned
thedifference--he becomes the “rock”
upon which a-nation can be builded
and soon there will be no need for guns
for the killing of your babies. Spiritual and moral coward? Which might
be showing the stripes of the coward-in fact?
I see that it is far more difficult to
remain able to walk into the gates of
heaven as a politician than ever it is or
was for the rich man!
Who, might I ask, is “Jack” to
support since he has withdrawn it
from Bo? Do you believe those ones
hold no errors in their conscience? Is
discernment worthy of the speaker
who usually sees so much farther??
Please, precious friends, I ask that
you think on these things for I know
that your way is troubled as the confusion falls about you--but, precious
ones, in every location must come the
leaders who will lead your sovereign
states AFTER the recovery and placement of the Central Government into
its proper place of service unto the
sovereign States and in turn, unto the
SOVEREIGN CITIZENS OF THESE
UNITED STATES. Who, in this
instance, will lead further, the State of
Hawaii?? Who will lead this “bomagain” nation with its united States
again into the place as lamp-bearer
unto the planet? Are ye worthy?
Indeed--or ye would not be inquiring
and petitioning for help in discerment
of direction.
As for David Duke, I have the
following suggestion and I know not if
either person in point is big enough to
join with theother--moreover, I would
suggest that Jerry Brown be included
in the political meeting--meet and you
shall see that desire and direction are
in harmony. You must save your
nation--’ ’FIRST’ ‘--for only through a
change of direction can man find his
spiritual truth for the adversary first

The tree however, when released, will conjure the wherewithal1 to acgrows again toward the light and that complish any task for at its command
are all the powers of heaven and all the
wondrous from the point of the bend- wonders of God.
How much do you do each day to
ing. If the sapling is released it grows
ever straight and tall unto the sun. So secure the approval of another? Do
it is with Man if he will but cast away you, in the-ending, approve of self7 I
the bindings of disinformation and can promise you that if you do ALL to
misperception--for thus comes the find approval of that which you know
miracles. The mind which is unbound is the Truth and Light of God so that
ALL ye do is worthy of ALL to see and
know--YE SHALL HAVE APseparated you from spiritual Truth in PROVAL OF SELF. You can secure
order to bring down your nation. You other people’s approval, if you do
must regain the Power and then God right and effort diligently--but your
will bring about the spiritual. But own is worth a thousand of it.... To
above all--YE SHALL NOT JUDGE err is but to “live’‘--all that proves life
AND FURTHER, I SUGGESTTHAT unto experience is the experience itYOU NOT EVEN MAKE “DIS- self and the growth therefrom. May
CERNMENT” UNTIL YE KNOW you be willing to “do enough--TO
THE FACTS.
PROVE LIFE’ ’. GOD AWAITS!
Blessed are ye who stand against
the whirlwinds of this time of tranThe news shouts: “It is reported
sition--but ye are worthy of the task.
EVERY test will be thrown against
you--SO ALWAYS TURN TO THE
TRUTH OF THE LAWS (COMMANDMENTS) OF GOD (ALWAYS
SEPARATING THROUGH THE
PHYSICAL
OF
How critical is the Cuban situaTHE POINT IN QUESTION) AND
ABSOLUTELY USE THE GUIDE- tion? Didn’t any of you see son, Jeb,
LINES OF THE CONSTITUTION on Larry King Live ? Didn’t any of
ANlb THE BILL OF RIGHTS-- you hear what Jerry Brown said to
THROUGH THOSE GUIDELINES you? When asked about Castro and
CAN YOU DECIDE EACH AND what he would do about Castro if
EVERY CONFRONTING QUES- elected, Jerry Brown responded by
TION.
YE ARE BLESSED INDEED.
THE LIGHT SHINES UPON YOU
AND I AM HONORED TO BE ALLOWED SERVICE WITHIN THINE
3/l l/92 #l HATONN
CIRCLE.
Gyeorgos to clear.
How can you tell that there is evil
Thank you, Dharma, for we must in the controllers of your cities, counmeet that which is urgent in timely ties and states? Because they ARE
fashion. Please give this unto George THERE! If you could see the steamy
also so that he can be aware that I have side of every city you would vomit
attended my portion. Perhaps there is with disgust at the night-slease of
some way to expedite the post. I also spreading evil. In the “all-Ameriask that a copy be sent directly, by fax, can” city of Bakersfield, as a for
if possible to Commander Gritz. I instance, there is a group which gathlove and appreciate you, chela. Good ers regularly in the catacombs of some
morning.
dank building. They have catered
I had suggested to Bo that he food, drink and drugs. They do
consider moving into and with Pat and ritualistic crime, they experience snuff
make a team thrust. However, I now pornography and writhe around in
withdraw the suggestion for you can their own vomitus, excretions and
no longer FIX America and save the sweat--moving from one slimy partConstitution by little “spot-sized” ner to another for open sexual rituals
of every degrading kind. These groups
band-aids.

that there was a ship possibly loaded
with missiles which it was reportedly
a possibility
Bush would have
boarded”and, “...theshipintheGulf
has made port--unseen by spying U.S.
guard ships.” What an insult to your
intelligence. For three days you have
been at stand-off war over the ships
with the missiles headed for Iran.
Now they tell you that with all your
convoy of spy ships--“it made port
unseen”? Then further insults you by
telling you casually that your president “thought about having it boarded
and seized”!

a

saying: “ . . ..and by the time there is
an election there won’t be a Castro in
power”. Are you not tired of “being
the last to know”? Aren’t you weary
of getting information from some Space
Cadet with a spy console? Are you not
sick to death of having the insulting
lies thrown at you from manipulated
machines? WAKE UP AND LIVE!

are comprised of your top leaders,
judges and lawyers--the political elite
of the city and county. And YOU
EXPECT GOD TO MAKE IT RIGHT
FOR YOU NICE PEOPLE? YOU
ALLOW THIS TO GO ON--FOR
YOU REFUSE TO RECOGNIZE ITS
EXISTENCE. SATANISMIS RAMPANT IN EVERY CITY AND
TOWN--AND YOU REFUSE TO
ACKNOWLEDGE IT. SO BE IT
FOR UNTIL YOU-THE-PEOPLE
WAKE UP
PARTICIPATE-SO SHALL IT WORSEN. IN THE
ENDING TIMES IT IS WRI’ITEN-“THE EVIL SHALL BECOME
MORE EVIL AND THE HOLY
SHALL BE MORE HOLY--AND
EVIL SHALL REIGN”. WHERE
ARE YOU, WORLD??
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Jacques Barzun.
Intelligence agencies, in the
popular view, are organizations of
glamorous master spies who, in the
best tradition of James Bond, daringly
uncover the evil intentions of a nation’s
enemies. In reality, however, the CIA
has had comparatively little success in
acquiring intelligence through secret
agents. This classical form of espionage has for many years ranked considerably below space satellites, a
source of important foreign information to the U.S. government. Even
open sources (the press and other
communications media) and official
channels (diplomats, military attaches,
and the like) provide more valuable
information than the Clandestine Services of the CIA. Against its two
principal targets, the Soviet Union
and Communist China, the effectiveness of CIA spies is virtually nil. With
their closed societies and powerful
internal-security organizations, the
Communist countries have proved
practically- impenetrable to the CIA.
To be sure, the agency has
pulled off an occasional espionage

coup, but these have generally involved ‘‘walk-in”-defectors who take
the initiative in offering their services
to the agency. Remember that in
1955, when Oleg Penkovsky first approached CIA operators in Ankara,
Turkey, to discuss the possibility of
becoming an agent, he was turned
away because it was feared that he
might be a double agent. Several
years later he was recruited by bolder
British intelligence officers. Nearly
all of the other Soviets and Chinese
who either spied for the CIA or defected to the West did so without being
actively recruited by America’s leading espionage agency,
Technically speaking, anyone
who turns against his government is a
defector. A successfully recruited
agent or a walk-in who offers his
services as a spy is known as a defector-in-place. He has not yet physically
deserted his country, but has in fact
defected politically in secret. Refugees and emigr& are also defectors,
and the CIA often uses them as spies
when they can be persuaded to risk
return to their native lands. In general, a defector is a person who has
recently bolted his country and is
simply willing to trade his knowledge
ot hts tormer government’s activities
for political asylum in another nation;
that some defections are accompanied
by a great deal of publicity is generally
due to the CIA’s desire to obtain
public approbation of its work.

a
a

Escapees from the U.S.S.R.
and Eastern Europeare handled by the
CIA’s defector reception center at
Camp King near Frankfurt, West
Germany (1974). There they are
subjected to extensive debriefing and
interrogation by agency officers who
are experts at draining from them their
full informational potential. Some
defectors are subjected to questioning
lasts for months; a few are interrogated for a year or more.
A former CIA chief of station
in Germany remembers with great
amusement his role in supervising the
lengthy debriefing of a Soviet lieuten2111192
ant, a tank-platoon commander, who
fell in love with a Czech girl and fled
You accuse Hatonn of ‘‘doom and
with her to the West after the Soviet
gloom”? How could it possibly be
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968.
The ex-agency senior officer relates
perience? I bring only Truth and the spies”. Inother wordsas ~~se,-ups~~ how he had to play marriage counselor
way out of it--IS THAT NOT HOPE?
when the couple’s relationship started
I show
what
and how
KGB within your CIA and poRce to sour, causing the lieutenant to lose
1
his willingness to talk. By saving the
how to
again into
1s the r.efer&rce to
romance, the chief of station succeeded in keeping the information
NOT HOPE? IF YE THINK ME a
flowing from the Soviet lieutenant.
EVIL, SATANIC AND OF DARKAlthough a comparatively low-level
NESS--lJ-IEN YE ARE LOST IN
Soviet defector of this sort would
HOPELESSNESS AND IT IS NOT
seem to have small potential providing
OF MY DOING! YE WILL LOOK
useful intelligence, the CIA has had so
AT SELF ONE DAY FOR WHEN
little success in penetrating the Soviet
YEFINDYOURENEMY ITSHALL
military that the lieutenant underwent
BE IN THE MIRROR. INACTION
months of questioning. Through him,
IS THE SAME AS NEGATIVE ACagency analysts were able to learn
TION--THEREFORE, YE ARE FOR
much about how Soviet armor units,
GOD OR YE ARE AGAINST HIM
and the ground forces in general, are
AND THE CHOOSING IS AT
organized, their training and tactical
HAND.
procedures, and the mechanics of their
Dhma, chela, let US move On AT’@jT HAS NO NEED 0~ SUCH participation in the build-up that preinto the subject of this Journal.
ceded the invasion of Czechoslovakia.

This was hardly intelligence of strategic importance, but the CIA’s Clandestine Services have no choice but to
pump each low-level Soviet defector
for all he is worth.
The same former chief of station also recalls with pride the defection of Yevgeny Runge, a KGB illegal
(or “deep cover” agent) in late 1967.
Runge: like the more infamous Colonel Rudolf Abel from Brooklyn and
Gordon Ionsdale of London, was a
Soviet operator who lived for years
under an assumed identity in West
Unlike his colleagues,
Germany.
however, he was not exposed and
arrested. Instead, Runge defected to
the CIA when he lost interest in his
clandestine work. According to the
ex-agency official, Runge was of
greater intelligence value to the U.S.
government than Penkovsky. This
assessment, however, is highly debatable because Runge provided no information which the CIA’s intelligence analysts found to be useful in
determining Soviet stitegic~capabilities or intentions. On the other hand,
the KGB defector did reveal. much
concerning the methodsand techniques
of Soviet clandestine intellieence ooerations in Germany. To CIA operators who have been unsuccessful in
penetrating the Soviet government and
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results in a propaganda victory for the
opposition; of greater consequence,
however, is the fact that the redefector
probably will reveal everything he
knows about the CIA in order to ease
his penalty for having defected in the
first place. Moreover, when a defector does return home, the agency
has to contend with the nagging fear
that all along it has been dealing with
a double agent and that all the intelligence he revealed was part of a plot to
mislead the CIA. The possibilities for
deception in the defector game are
endless, and the Communist intelligence services have not failed to take
advantage of them. [H:,‘I’be

who have consequently become obsessed with the actions of the
tion, the defection of an undercover
operator like Runge represents a tremendous emotional windfall; and they
are inclined to publicize it as an intelligence coup.
Once the CIA is satisfied that
a defector has told all that he knows,
the resettlement team takes over. The
team’s objective is to find a place for
the defector to live where he will be
free from the fear of reprisal and
happy enough neither to disclose his
connections with the CIA nor, more
important, to be tempted to return to
his native country. Normally, the
is the
team works out a cover story for the
the Amex+
defector, invents a new identity for
the use
him, and gives him enough money political Action committees
(often a lifetime pension) to make the
transition to a new way of life. The
cbelas, the
most important defectors are brought
to the United States (either before or
conjured
the
after their debriefing), but the large Intelligence service.1
majority are permanently settled in
Western Europe, Canada, or Latin BUGS AND OTHER DEVICES
America. On occasion, a defector will
be hired as a contract employee to do
Strictly speaking, classical esspecialized work as a translator, inter- pionage uses human beings to gather
or the like, for the Clandestine Services.
The defector’s adjustment to
his new country is often quite difficult. For security reasons, he is
usually cut off from any contact with
his native land and, therefore, from
his former friends and those members
Of his fmi1y who did not accomPW
him into exile. He may not even know
the language of the country where he
is living. Thus, a large percentage of
defectors become psychologically depressed with their new lives once the
initial excitement of resettlement wears
off. A few have committed suicide.
To try to keep the defector content, the
CIA assigns a case officer to each one

ploys machmes, such as photographic
satellites, long-range electronic sensots, and communications-intercept
stations. Technicalcollection systems
were virtually unknown before World
War II, but the same technological
explosion which has affected nearly
other aspect of modem lifeover
the last twenty-five years has also
drastically changed the intelligence
trade. Since the war, the United States
has poured tens of billions of dollars
into developing ever more advanced
machines to keep track of what other
countries-iespecially
Communist
countries--are doing. Where once the
agent sought secret information with
little support beyond his own wits, he

The case officer stays in regular con- sortmentof audiodevices, miniaturized
tact with the defector and helps solve cameras, and other exotic tools.
any problems that may arise. With a
particularly volatile defector, the
agency maintins

even c1oser surveil-

&mu&g

that

the telephone

corn--

lance, including telephone taps and
a
mail intercepts, to guard against unwanted developments.
In some instances, case offiAND
cers will watch over the defector for
the rest of his life. More than anything
else, the agency wants no defector to
Is
become so dissatisfied that he will be
tempted to return to his native coun- TUTE-SO
LAW WILL RE=
try. Of course, redefection usually
THAT

(YOU)
I
a

days ago iu a
a

the
Within the CIA’s Clandestine
Services, the Technical Services Division (TSD) is responsible for developing most of the equipment used in the
modem spying game. Some of the
paraphemaliaisunusual: asignal transmitter disguised as a false tooth, a
pencil which looks and writes like an
ordinary pencil but can also write
invisibly on special paper, a bizarre
automobile rear-view mirror that allows the driver to observe not the
traffic behind but the occupants of the
back seat instead. Except for audio
devices, special photographic equipment and secret communications systerns, there is in fact little applicability
for even the most imaginative tools in
real clandestine operations.
Secret intelligence services in
past times were interested only in
recruiting agents who had direct accesss to vital foreign information.
Today the CIA and other services also
search for,the guard or janitor who is
in a position to install a bug or a phone
tap in a sensitive location. Even the
telephone and telegraph companies of
other countries have become targets
for the agency. In addition to the
foreign and defense ministries, the
CIA operators usually try to penetrate
the target nation’s communications
systems--a task which is on occasion
aided by American companies,
titularly the International Telephone
and Telegraph Company. Postal services also are subverted for espionage
purposes.
Most agency operators receive
training in the installation and servicing of bugs and taps, but the actual
planting of audio surveillance devices
is usually
out by TSD specialists brought in from headquartersor a
regional operational support center,
like
more
complex the task, the more likely it is
that headquarters specialists will be
utilized to do the job. On some
operations, however, agents will be
specially trained by TSD experts, or
even the responsible case officer, in
the skills of installing such equipment.
Audio operations vary, of
course, in complexity and sensitivity--that is, in risk potential. A clas-

sic, highly dangerous operation calls
for a great deal of planning during
which the site is surveyed in extensive
detail. Building and floor plans must
be acquired or developed from visual
surveillance. The texture of the walls,
the colors of interior paints, and the
like must be determined. Activity in
the building and in the room or office
where thedevice is to be installed must
be observed and recorded to ascertain
when the area is accessible. The
movements of the occupants and any
security patrols must be also known.
When all this has been accomplished,
the decision is made as to where and
when to plant the bug. Usually, the
site will be entered at night or on a
weekendand, inaccordancewith carefully pre-planned and tightly timed
actions, the audio device will be installed. High-speed, silent drills may
be used to cut into the wall and, after
installation of the bug, the damage
will be repaimd with quick-drying
plaster and covered by a paint exactly
matching the original. The installation may also be accomplished
an adjoining room, or one above or
below (if a ceiling or floor placement
is called for).
The agency’s successes with
bugs and taps have usually been limited to the noncommunist countries,
where the relatively lax intemal-security systems do not deny the CIA
operations the freedom of movement
necessary to install eavesdropping
devices. A report
the
a

a

port

Audio devices are fickle. As
often as not, they fail to work after
they have been installed, or they function well for a few days, then suddenly
fall silent. Sometimes they are quickly
discovered by the local security ser-
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field--in West Africa--but it never
seemed to function properly elsewhere,
vices, or, suspecting that a room may
except in theunited
be bugged, the opposition employs
effective countermeasures. The Sogo
viet KGB has the habit of renting
homes and offices in foreign countries
and then building new interior walls, Another
floors, and ceilings covering the original ones in key rooms--thus com13
pletely baffling the effectiveness of
any bugs that may have been installed.
When CIA operators are
The simplest way to negate audio cessful in planting a bug or making a
surveillance--and it is a method univer- tap, they send the information thus
sally employed--is to raise the noise acquired back to the Clandestine Serlevel in the room by constantly play- vices at headquarters in Langley with
ing a radio or a hi4 set. The music the source clearly identified. Howand other extraneous noises tend to ever, when the Clandestine Services,
mask the sounds of the voices that the in turn, pass the information on to the
bug is intended to capture; unlike the intelligence analysts in the agency and
human ear, audio devices cannot dis- elsewhere in the federal government,
tinguish among sounds.
the source is disguised or the informatechnicians are constantly tion is buried in a report from a real
working on new listening devices in agent. For example, the Clandestine
the hope of improving the agency’s Services might eredit the information
ability to eavesdrop. Ordinary audio to “a source in the foreign ministry
equipment, along with other clandes- who has reported reliably in the past”
tine devices, are developed by the or “a Western businessman with wide
Technical Services Division. In addi- contacts in the local govemment,, . In
tion to espionage tools, the TSD de- the minds of the covert operators, it,is
vises gadgets for use in other covert more important to protect the source
activities, such as paramilitary opera- than to present theinformation straighttions. Plastic explosives, incapacitat- forwardly. This may guarantee ‘‘safe’ ’
ing and lethal drugs, and silent weap- sources, but it also handicaps the anaons--high-powered crossbows, for lysts in making a confident judgment
example--are designed and fabricated of the accuracy of the report’s content.
for special operations. The more
This withholding of inforcomplex or sophisticated instruments mation within the government for seused by the CIA’s secret operators curity reasons is not anew phenomenon
. the intelligence business. The joint
are, however, produced by theagency’s m
Directorate of Science and Technol- congressional committee investigatThis component also assists ing the Japanese attack on Pearl Harin clandestine research and develop- codes had been broken was regarded
ment.
as of more importance than the information obtained from decoded traffic.
5
The result of this rather’ specious
premise was to ltive large numbers of
policy-making and enforcement officials in Washingtoncompletely oblivious of the most pertinent information
.

,,

Although the experts in the
87
Science and Technology Directorate
have done much outstanding work in
some areas--for example, overhead
reconnaissance--their performance in
the audio field for clandestine application is often less than satisfactory.
One such device long under develop- ChIrra9s strategic missiIe program
ment was a laser beam which could be
aimed at a closed window from outside and used to pick up the vibrations a
of the sound waves caused by a
conversation inside the room. This
a
system was successfully tested in the

1974

a

33

The technical difficulties involved in the (DELETED) system and
device weretoo great
and too time-consuming for either to
be fully developed by their inventors
before improvements in intelligencesatellite surveillance programs were
achieved. Other clandestine collection devices--a few more sensibly contrived, but most of dubious value-were also developed by the agency’s
technicians and may now be in operation. The CIA’s technical experts
often feel compelled to build exotic
systems only because of the mechanical challenge they pose. Such efforts
might be justified by an intelligence
requirement; unfortunately, too many
intelligence requirements are not honestly based on the needs of the policymakers but are instead generated by
and for the CIA and the other intelligence-community members alone.

As technical collection becomes more refined, classical spies
have, of course, become nearly obsolete in clandestine operations against
the more important target countries.
So, too, has the shift to technical
espionage caused America’s intelligence costs to skyrocket to more than
$6 billion yearly. Not only are classical spies relatively cheap, but technical collection systems, producing
incredible amounts of information,
require huge numbers of people to
process and analyze this mass of raw
data.
In terms of money spent and
personnel involved, the
is very
much a

THE TECHNICAL COLLECTION EXPLOSION
While technology has increasingly tended to mechanize classical espionage, its most important impact on the intelligence trade has been
in large-scale collection--satellites,
long-range sensors, and the interception of communications. These technical espionage systems have become
far and away the most important
sources of information on America’s
Overheadprincipal adversaries.
reconnaissance programs have provtded much detailed information on
Soviet and Chinese missile programs,
troop movements, and other military
developments. They have
produced valuable information regarding
North Vietnamese infiltration of South
Vietnam and-North Korean military
preparationsagainst SouthKorea. And
suchcollection has frequently contributed to the U.S. government’s knowledge of events in the Middle East.

$5

a

75

80

The CIA’s
$150

grams,

1,500

Still, the agency has made a
substantial contribution to research
and development in technical espionage. Over the years, CIA scientists
have scored major successes by developing the U-2 and
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speaking to you in pleading for your
taking up of that “life” in the living of
Frfectedl SPYplanes, in perfecting it conte &--see with the eve of the
*
the first workable photographic-rcconheart and you shall know life and so,
naissance satellites, and in producing
too, shall you find the path unto freeoutstanding advances in stand-off, or dam of the soul
long-range, electronic sensors, such
as over-the-horizon radars and stationary satellites.
of these
research and operating costs have been
#2
funded by the Pentagon and in several
WEDNESDAY
instances the programs were ultimately
converted into joint CIA-Pentagon
ESPIONAGE AND COUNTE RESPIONAGE (CONT’D)
operations or ‘ ‘captured’ ’ by the military services.
***
NSA: CODE BREAKING.
It is time for a much needed break
and rest. It is likely most confusing to
America’s first experience in
as to “why” I spend these hours technical espionage came in the form
in unfolding this type of information-- of radio intercepts and code-breaking,
but how much do you already know? an art known as communications intelHow much did your parents know? ligence (COMINT) . Although SecreHow much did your grandparents know tary of State Henry Stimson closed
that you utilize this day? Where did down thecryptanalytical section of the
your world start to go insane?? Look State Department in 1929 with the
carefully behind you--see your par- explanation that “Gentlemen do not
ents, your grandparents--then look read each other,s mail , , COMINT
forward at your sons and daughters. was revived, and played an important
Look on farther, and see your sons’ part in U.S. intelligence activities
and your daughters’ children and their during World War II. In the immedichildren’s children even unto the Sev- ate postwar period this activity was
enth Generation. In this manner are initially reduced, then expanded once
the Native Americans taught to see the again as the Cold War intensified. In
patterns as the whole--unto the Sev- 1952 the President, by secret executive
enth Generation. Thinkcarefully upon order, established the National Secuthis point for you yourself are a Sev- rity Agency
to intercept and
enth Generation and a hundredth and decipher the communications of both
a thousandth--HOW DID IT COME the nation’s enemies and friends and
TO THIS CHAOS AND CONFU- to ensure that U. S . codes were secure
SION? HOW WILL IT BE FOR THE from similar eavesdropping.
The
SEVENTH GENERAT1oN FoRthough placed under the control
WARD?? WHAT LEGACY WILL of thl Defense Department, soon esYOU LEAVE TO YOUR GENERA- tablishedanindependent bureaucratic
TIONS,TO COME?? I OFFERTHIS identity of its own--and at present
IN LOVE AND WILLINGNESS TO (1974) has a huge budget of well over
SHARE THE
a billion dollars per annum and a
BURDEN IF YOU WILL TAKE MY workforce of some 25,000 personnel.
HAND-AI-IO!
Before the
can break into
Sit with me and listen, precious and read foreign codes and ciphers, it
brothers--LISTEN TO THE WIND, must frost intercept the encoded and
THE AD2-THE vERy BREATIi OF encrypted messages of the target counCREATION
try. To make these intercepts, it must
YOU--YEA, SHOUTS UNTO YOU have listening posts in locations where
TO HEAR. Listen to the air, you can the signal waves of the transmitters
see it and you can hear it--even taste it. that send the messages can be acw&n--the holy air--which &tired.- Radio traffic between foreign
renews by its very breath as spirit, capitals and embassies in Washington
life, breath and renewal--it is LIFE can be easily picked off by listenhg

986
93581

equipment loc&ed in suburban Marylandand
but communications
elsewhere in the world are not so
easily intercepted. Thus, the NSA
hundreds of listening posts
around the globe; such posts usually
being operated by other U.S. government agencies. Most commonly used
to run the NSA’s overseas facilities

are the armed services’ cryptological
agencies: the Army Security Agency,
the Navy Security Service, and the Air
Force Security Agency. These three
military organizations come under the
NSA’s policy coordination; the messages they intercept are sent back to
NSA headquarters at Fort Meade,
Maryland, near Washington.
Perhaps the most controversial NSA base (operated by the Army)
is at
in
). A Senate subcommittee investigating American commitments abroad,
chaired by Stuart Symington, revealed
in 1970 that this heretofore secret
facility had been secured from the
Haile Selassie regime in return for
hundreds of millions of dollars in
military and economic assistance-without most members of Congress
ever being aware of its existence. [H:
This is
go
Symington subcommitteealsodiscovered a similar NSA facility (operated
by
Navy) at
) in (
) which also had been
kept secret from Congress. Both these
bases have been used to intercept
communications for the Middle East
and Africa and both required the U .S .
government to offer an implicit--but
secret--commitment to the host govemment.
15

UNBREAKABLE CODES
Although the NSA engineered
some successes against the Eastern
European countries and Communist
China in the early days, for at least the
last fifteen years it has been cornpletely unable to break into the highgrade cipher systems and codes of
these nations. Against such major
targets, the NSA has been reduced to
reading comparatively unimportant
communications between low-level
military components and the equally
inconsequential routine exchanges
between low;grade bureaucrats and
economic planners. This is far short
of learning the Soviet Union’s or
China’s most vital secrets. *
*David Kahn, author of the
definitive work on modem cryptology, The Code
explained in
the June 22, 1973, New
Times
why NSA has had and will continue to
have so little luck with reading advanced communications systems like
the Soviets’: “Cryptology has advanced, in the last decade or so, to
systems that, though not unbreakable

in the absolute, are unbreakable in
practice. They consist essentially of
mathematical programs for computerlike cipher machines. They engender
so many possibilities that, even given
torrents of intercepts and scores of
computers to batter them with,
cryptanalysts could not reach a solution for thousands of years. .Moreover, the formulas are so constructed
that even if the cryptanalyst has the
ideal situation--the original plain text
of one of the foreign cryptograms--he
cannot recreate the formula by comparing the two and then use it to crack
the next message that comes along. *’

. . . One such benefit is derived
from traffic analysis, the technique by
which the NSA gleans some useful
information throughthestudyofcommunication patterns. A principal assistant of the NSA Director observed
at the same meeting that another justification for the agency’s continuing
programs against the Soviets and Chinese is the hope that “maybe we’ll get
a break sometime, like the
He was, of course, referring to the
capture in 1968 of the NSA spy ship by
North Korea. Much of the
cryptological machinery was seized
intact by the North Koreans and probably turned over to the Soviets. While
these machines were not associated
with the highest-grade U.S. military
or diplomatic systems, the Soviets
would have been able to use them to
read messages previously sent through
certain American military channels
and intercepted and stored by the
Soviets. The NSA has for many years
been recording and storing
“broken” Soviet and Chinese messages, and can presume the same has
been done with American communications; forourpart, thereareliterallY
boxcars and warehouses full of incomprehensible tapes of
sort at

MORE SUCCESSFUL AGAINST
THIRD WORLD & ALLIES
As with so many other parts of
the American intelligence apparatus,
the NSA has had considerably more
success operating against the Thud
World countriesand even against some
of our allies. With what is reportedly
the largest bank of computers in the
world and thousands of cryptanalYsts,
the NSA has had little trouble withpthe
codes and ciphers of these nations.
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to score any significant gains against gaining position or the diplomat had
major powers--even if there had been badly misunderstood what had been
of the highly secret agency’s
any successful break-ins. David Kahn told him. In any case, high State
young officersy wi1liam Marbn and
explains why: “Code-books could be Department officers were quite dis‘Bernon Mitchell, who defected to the
photographed, because today’s cipher turbed about the misrepresented poSoviet Unionin 1960, mentioned thirty
secrets reside in electronic circuits, sition and the incident did not reflect
some of them integrated on a pinhead, well on the competence of the Ame&
could read. In addition, Martin catedciphers.
roughanalogy would some of them embodied in printed- can official in the eyes of his superiand Mitchell told of a practice under be a roulette wheel which, because of circuit boards with up to fifteen lay- ors.
which the
provided encoding poor construction or excessive wear, ers.”
Not even the CIA is immune to
When it is successful, the
and cryptographic machines to other develops
predictable
information it acquires is sent to the such prying by the NSA. On one
certain
nations, then used its knowledgeof the characteristics discernible to .a keen NSA to help that agency with its occasion the Director of Central Intelmachinery to read the intercepted observer who is then able to take COMINT efforts.
ligence was supplied with an intermessages of these countries. This advantagebecauseofhisspecial knowlIn 1970, NSA Director Ad- cepted messageconcerning his deputy.
practice still flourishes.
miral Noel Gayler and his top deputies According to this message, a transedge.
One of the countries that MarAnother type of break comes admitted privately that a good part of mission from a Western European
tin and Mitchell specifically named as as a result of a physical (rather than theNSA’ssuccessescamefrom breaks, ambassador to his Foreign Office, the
being read by the
at that time was cerebral) attack on another country’s and they emphasized that the agency CIA’s number-two man had a few
Egypt--the United Arab Republic. communications system. The attack - was extremely adept at exploiting these evenings earlier at a dinner party hosted
After making their revelation at a may be a clandestine operation to steal non-cryptanalytical windfalls. Nev- by the ambassador indiscreetly opined
Moscow press conference,
a code book or cipher system, the ertheless. breaks are never mentioned on several sensitive U.S. policy posisuborning of a communications clerk, in the authorized U.S. government tions. The ambassador’s inte-rpreta18 LINES DELETED
or the planting of an audio device in an “leaks” concerning the NSA’s activi- tion of the conversation was contraembassy radio room. Within the CIA’s ties that from time to time appear in dieted by the Deputy Director--to the
The Soviets probably were, too. Clandestine Services, a special unit of the press. In its controlled revelations apparent satisfaction of the DCI--and
the Foreign Intelligence (i.e., espi- to the public, the
deliberately the matter was quietly dropped.
23113 LINES DELETED
Some NSA-intercepted comonage) Staff specializes in these at- tries to create the impression that it is
tacks. This approach apparently ap- incredibly good at the art of deci- munications can cause surprising probA “break’ ’, in the termino*- @d
to President Nixon when he phering secret foreign communica- lems within the U.S. government if
ogy of the cryptanalyst, is a success approved of the 1970 Houston plan for tions and that its triumphs are based they are inadvertently distributed to
scored not through deciphering skill, domestic espionage which surfaced purely on its technical skills.
the wrong parties. When particularly
sensitive foreign-policy negotiations
but because Of an error On *e part Of during the Watergate scandal. The
another country’s communications plan called for breaking into foreign
are under way which may be compro23 LINES DELETED
clerks or, on rare occasions, a failure embassies in Washington because it
mised internally by too much bureauin the cipher equipment. A few years would be “possible by this technique
***
cratic awareness, the White House’s
ago, a new code clerk arrived at a to secure the material with which the
usual policy has been to issue special
foreign embassy in Washington and NSA can crack foreign cryptographic
instructions to the NSA to distribute
MULTILATERAL SPYING
promptly sent a message ‘‘in the clear’ ’ codes. We spend millions of dollars
messages mentioning these negotia(i.e., unenciphered), to his Foreign attempting to break these codes by
A side effect of the NSA’s tions only to HENRY KISSINGER
Ministry. Realizing that he should machines o,.,~ surreptitious entry can programs to intercept diplomatic and and his immediate staff.
have encrypted the transmission, he do the job’ successfully at no dollar commercial messages is that rather
BCCI: CLINTON
frequently certain information is actime in cipher. With the “before and have been effective against Third quired about American citizens, inafter” messages in hand, the NSA had World countries with unsophisticated cluding members of Congress and
little difficulty thereafter, of course, cryptological systems, it was unlikely other federal officials, which
a
be
highly embarrassing to those individuals. This type of intercepted
message is handled with even greater
care than the NSA’s normal product,
which itself is so highly classified that
a special security clearance is needed
to see it. Such information may, for
This JOURNAL contains instructions and rules to live by which
example, derivefroma Senator’sconwill keep you firmly on the lighted path of GOD. The Cosmic
versation with a foreign ambassador
Brothers explain that when you understand and live by
in Washington who then cables a report
of the talk to his Foreign Minyou will obtain your ticket for graduaistry.
tion off of this planetary dimension. This manual presents the
A more seriousembarrassment
basis for the Eighteen Cosmic Laws of Balance of God, including
happened
in 1970 during the course of
The Highest Law of The Creation, How to Recognize the Antidelicate
peace
talks on the Middle
Christ Within, Understanding Personal Responsibility and the
Fast. A State Department official had
Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors).
a conversation about the negotiations
with an Arab diplomat who promptly
reported what he had been told to his
WEST AT
government. His cable disclosed that TIVE AND DIRECT MEMBER
the State Department man had either
grossly misstated the American barreading that country’s secret communications. Malfunctioning or womout cryptographic equipment results
in triumphs for the NSA by unintentionally establishing repetitious patterns which detract from the random

I
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Employing high-resolution and
wide-angle cameras, the photographic
satellites have for years provided voluminous and detailed information on
Soviet and Chinese military developments and other matters of strategic
importance; conversely, except for

ago

E~BASST~S TAPPED
The FBI operates a wiretap
program against numerous foreign
embassies in Washington which, like
some of the NSA intercept operations,
also provides information about Americans. In cooperation with the

4

special Cases such as the Arab-Israeli
situation, there has been little reason

to apply satellite reconnaissance against

U.S.

USING

OBSOLETE
NOLOGY

TECH-

other, less powerful countries.
Until satellites became operational in the early 1960’s, spy planes
and ships were valuable sources of
information, serving as suppleme
to the product of the NSA, then
best material available to U.S. intelligence. Air Force and CIA aircraft
frequently flew along the perimeters
of the Communist countries and even
over their territory in search of badly
needed electronic and photographic
information.
Spy ships operated by
the Navy--like the
along

rno~i~or
a

on occasion, the embassies of various nonCommunist~unt~es
havetheirphones
tapped, especially when their nations
are engaged in negotiations with the
U.S. government or when important
developments are taking place in these
countries.

a
a

But, good as they are, photographic
a

17%

Wiretaps on foreign embassies,
justified on the grounds of preserving
national security, must be approved
by the State Department before they
are installed by the FBI. As it is often
State which requests the FBI to
vate the listening devices, approval is
almost always given. The transcripts
ofsuchconversationsarenever marked
as having come from wiretaps, but
instead carry the description “from a
source who had reported reliably in
the past”. Such reliable ‘‘sources”
include State Department officials
themselves--the CIA has, on occasion, intercepted communications between American ambassadorial officials and their colleagues in Washington.

United States, that feed targeting
rectio
to the sen
colIec
data from
tr~smit the process
intelligence agencies in Washington.

SATELLITES AND OTHER
CVCIYXAC
o~LIILdI*Iu

The most important source of
technical intelligence gathered by the
US. is that collected by photographic
and electronic reconnaissance satel1.
Ovec Such targets as the U S S R
andchina wlthhmfquency
as they circle around the earth. Others
are put into orbits synchronized with
the rotation of the globe, giving the
.
allusion
that they are’stationary.
tioa

RecomeOffKle

satellites have inherent limitations.
They cannot see through clouds, nor
can they see into buildings or inside
objects.
In addition to photographic
satellites, U. S . intelligence possesses
a wide array of other reconnaissance
satellites which perform numerous
electronic sensing tasks.. These satellites collect data on missile testing, on
radars and the emissions of other highpower electronic equipment, and on
communications traffic. Electronic
satellites are in some cases supported
by elaborate ground stations, both in
friendly foreign countries and in the

the coasts listening in on communications and other electronic signals.
Although these programs were considered to be great successes by the
intelligence community, occasional
blunders such as the 1959 U-2 Affair
and the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964
(thetwoU.S.destroyers“torpedoed”
by North Vietnamese boats were on a
clandestine spy mission) had a serious
and detrimental effect on world politics. Aggressive technical intelligence
collection efforts have also led to the
capture of the
the Israeli attack on the
in 1967, and shoot-

(~~01,

a
a
p&da

.

afl the money

a

SERVE
a

COL. JAMES “330” GRIT2

By

a

In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of

National Security to reveal how
U. S. Forces have been used as tools
by international elitists who are
guilty of drug trafficking, preventing American POW’s from coming
home, and more.

a
.

$20.00...2
Bo tells the story behind the co-

vett CIAoperations of Viet Nam.
He narnes those key individuals
involved in the Golden Triangle
heroin trade. His is a message of
courage and he delivers a “final
call to serve” to all who will,
awaken to the evil behind the
“New World Order“.
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down of RB-47s by the Soviets, and of
EC-121s and several U-2s by the Chinese.
Despite the risks incurred by
such provocative collection actions in
the name of intelligence, the Pentagon
continues to sponsor these now obsolete programs. Satellites and longrange stand-off (i.e., non-penetrating) systems have deeply reduced, if
not eliminated, the need for spy flights
and cruises.

But the armed services have
spent billions of dollars to develop the
spy planes and ships (just as the CIA
and the NSA have invested in outmoded listening posts ringing the
U.S.S.R. and China); consequently,
there has been a stubborn-bureaucratic
reluctance to take these collectors out
of service. The “drone’‘--pilotless
aircraft--flights over China, for example, were continued even after the
Chinese started shooting them down
on a regular and embarrassing basis,
and after they had proven nearly useless. State Department reconnaissance intelligence experts insisted that
the Air Force maintained the drone
activity even though the information
thus gathered was of marginal value
because it had nowhere else to use
such spy equipment. Similarly, Air
Force SR-71s have continued to fly
over North Korea despite that country’s
-lack of meaningful intelligence targets. With the Soviet Union declared
off-bounds for secret overflights since
1960, and China since 1971, the Air
Force can devise no other way of
justifying the operational need for
these aircraft.
20

EFFICIENCY
Clearly, the prevailing theology in the U.S. intelligence community calls for the collection of as
much information as possible. Little
careful consideration is given to the
utility of the huge amounts of material
so acquired. The attitude of “collection for collection’s sake” has resulted in mountains of information
which can only overwhelm intelligence analysts charged with interpreting it. Further, such material contrib-

uteslittle to the national requirements
though it may prove interesting to
cetin highly specialized analysts,
particularly in the Pentagon. There
has been little coordination between
the managers of the various technical
espionage programs, and even less
between the collectors and the policymakers. Each of the many agencies
which carry out such programs has a
vested bureaucratic interest in keeping
its particular system in being, and the
extreme compartmentalization of the
operations has made it almost impossible for the programs to be evaluated
as a whole. Former CIA Director
‘Helmsfailed almost completely in his
‘&signed mission of bringing a more
rational and coordinated-approach to
the myriad technical espionage systerns. It is not likely that his successors will do much better. No CIA
Director has ever been able to manage
the intelligence commtinity .
Despite the roughly $5 billion
already being spent each year on technical systems and on processing the
great amounts of data collected, there
remains significant pressure within
the intelligence community to collect
still more information.
12%

ARMED FOR BLACKMAIL
This secrecy is unquestionably
needed to protect the actual workings
of the system, but then the operation
of the ABM was no less classified, and
the national security did not seem to be
injured by the ABM debate in Congress. However, the very word “intelligence” seems to make our legislators bow and genuflect. m:
because there is so
They have in the past
bestowed virtual blank checks on the
various intelligence agencies, allowing these organizations to do practitally anything they desired. The Soviets have a fairly clear idea of the
functions performed by American satellites and other collection systems;
there would seem to be little practical
reason why the Congress and the
American people must be kept completely in the dark.
Furthermore, technical espionage
of any kind has a limited value. It can
identify and measure missile development and troop movements, but it
cannot tell what foreign leaders are
planning to do with those missiles and
troops. In 1968 the U.S. intelligence

community had a relatively clear picture of. the Soviet preparations for
military action against Czechoslovakia; it had no means whatever of
knowing whether or not an actual
attack would be made. That kind of
information could have been provided
only by a human spy inside the Kremlin, and the CIA had none of those,
and small prospect for recruiting any.
The United States knew what couM
happen, but intelligence consumers
have an insatiable appetite for knowledge of what will happen. Their
clamoring makes for more and bigger
collections systems to attempt to satisfy their demands.
***
DAHMER: CONTROLLED BY
As we close this chapter I am
asked to comment on the latest press
releases which say that Dahmer, who
killed and ate victims, was first met by
space aliens and then programmed to
kill on orders and the whole scenario
is directed and caused directly by
aliens. Well, chelas, it may be “by
aliens” but ‘taint any space aliens I
know. I believe you will find the
theory quite accurate as to mind control and publicity but those things of
brainwashing aredirected STRAIGHT
FROM THE HELL OF YOUR
PLACE--NOT THE HEAVENS. SO
BE IT.
I have amply warned you that the
assault on your senses would be coming in every heinous way possible to
terrify you of anything coming from
outer space--it is a last-ditch effort to
keep God out df your tending. It is up
to you that which you believe--but use
your cluesand really @ok at what they
tell you and show you--does it really
appear to be of God? Terror and fear
are the most physical tools of all
evildom and at some point along here
you ones will stop being gullible to the
game and you will prevail. As long as
you believe the lies--you will continue
to get nothing but lies.
ll.lankyoufbryourlateworkandmay
you all read and u&z&and inthe%ghtof
Truthfulperceptionf~itisonlythroughthe
TNth that you can f%tdyour way into
freedomwhi&hasallbutbeentotaJlylost
toyou. Whatisthetruelevelofyour
Mm?
Do youpay taxes? Then you are
not fnze! Ponderit. Even if you think you
completelyown your home-think againforifyouf$iltopayyourtaxes,thehomeand
propertycan beamfiscated for theamount
of taxes-be it only a dollar.
Good evening,Hatuln to clear.
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In the wondrous beauty of a new
day do YOU take time to pause and
thank God for the gifting of another
opportunity for service? Regardless
of circumstance--you have opportunity to experience and “live”.
Do
your thoughts remain totally upon self
and your circumstances or do you
thank and bless your brother?
I note that altars unto every idol
are springing up as ones search for
peace and to calm their tattered nerves
before a day begins (in order to
strengthen) and after a day ends(in
order to release). The idea is positive
but all the little idols unto every resource is foolishness--God is there
within--simply speak with HIM. If
you must have an altar--make it something of HIS and not pottery and
carvings by hands of another man.
Try a flower, a plant or simple SILENCE.

3112192

I am asked if there are ANY
untampered New Testaments? Yes,
AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL. Next in line of clarity
would be THE JEFFERSON BIBLE.
All other Bibles are written by Saul of
Tarsus to tintrol the people and focus
them into the physical “controls”.
.-The“Christ” experienced as example.
Ones wish to say that when the Christ
said that “except through me shall ye
enter into the Kingdom of God our
Father” that he meant “I am THE
WAY” and not come to “show the
way”. Nay, except through practicing that which was given and shown
unto you by the Teacher--is the WAY,
therefore, except through that Christed
path of living would you enter into and
within the gates of the Father’s house.
The “native Americans” call it waiking the red road. The Teacher is
NEVER the way--doing that which a.
great Teacher brings unto you IS 1 HE
WAY. KNOWING without ACTION
is nothing and is “judged” as negative
action. In KNOWING the heart will
act in that KNOWING or the person
condemns self to “refusal” to act
according to that knowledge.
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COUNTERESPIONAGE
Counterespionage, the clandestine warfare waged between rival
intelligence agencies, is usually referred to more delicately in the spy
business as counterintelligence. Essentially, it consists of preventing the
opposition from penetrating your own
secret service while at the same time
working to penetrate the opposition’s-to learn what he is planning against
you. As practiced by the CIA and the
Soviet KGB, counterespionage is a

3112192

So today, it is claimed that the ship
carrying missiles to Iran was not even
followed. This, after they told you for
days that the military was going to
board and confiscate items on the
ship.
In the next sentence, “Israel denies selling Patriots to China.” Come,
come--Israel’s only product is arms.
Moreover, the Patriots are so terrible
in manufacture and usefulness that it
would be nice if all enemies had such
ineffective weaponry.
That, however, is not the point--if you
have open lies in one breath and possible lies in the next--which might you
consider as a possibility?
UNITED NATIONS
Bush is coming down hard again
on Iraq! The U.N. speakers from
Great Britain are wielding the sword.
You-the-people allowed the Gulf War
to be popular and Bush needs “popular” so guess what is being set up in
front of you!* The military is at full
alert and ready to finish Iraq. Nay,
chelas, you are going to start Armageddon wherein the Holocaust will
surpass anything ever known to man.
In the confusion your President’s children can take Cuba.
You should have compassion and
pity the blind--but to refuse to see
disallows such care. Ponder it. If you
march to Satan’s drummer then ye
shall end up in Satan’s camp--so be it.
Let us return to IMA’s CIA for we
have meetings today, Dharma.

highly complex and devious activity.
It depends on cunning entrapments,
spies and counterspies, double and triple crosses. It
is the stuff that spy novels arc made of,
with limitless possibilities for deception and turns of plot.
While foreign intelligence organizations with longer histories have
traditionally
emphasized
counterespionage, U.S. intelligence
was slow to develop such a capability.
To Americans during World War II
and
immediately
thereafter,
counterespionage meant little more
than defensive security measures such
as electrified fences, watchdogs, and
codes. The obscure subtleties and
intricate
conspiracies
of
counterespionage seemed alien to the
American. character and more suited
to European back alleys and the Orient
Express. But the demands of the Cold
War and the successes scored by the
KGB in infiltrating Western intelligence services gradually drew the CIA
deeply into thecounterespionage game.
CIA/FBI RELATIONSHIP
Primary responsibility for U. S.
internal security rests with the FBI,
but inevitably there has-been friction
between the agency and the bureau in
their often overlapping attempts to
protect thenation against foreign spies.
In theory, the CIA cooperates with the
FBI in counterespionage cases by handling the overseas aspects and letting
the bureau take care of all the action
within the United States. In actual
fact, the agency tends to keep within
its own control, even domestically,
those operations which are designed to
penetrate opposition intelligence services; the basically defensive task of
preventing the Soviets from recruiting
American agents in the United States
is left to the FBI. While the FBI also
on occasion goes on the defensive by
trying to recruit foreign intelligence
agents, the bureau’s first inclination
seems to be to arrest or deport foreign
spies rather than to turn them, as the
CIA tries to do, into double agents.
This fundamental difference in approach limits the degree of FBI-CIA
cooperation in counterespionage and
confirms the general view within the
agency that FBI agents are rather
unimaginative police-officer types, and
thus incapable of mastering the intri-

cacies of counterespionage work. (The
FBI, on the other hand, tends to see
CIA counterintelligence operators as
dilettantes who are too clever for their
own good.) Although the CIA has had
almost no success in penetrating the
Soviet and other oppositional services,
it nonetheless continues to press for
additional operational opportunities
in the United States, claiming that the
FBI is not sophisticated enough to
cope with the KGB.
Within the CIA, the routine
functions of security--physical protection of buildings, background investigations of personnel, lie-detector
tests--are assigned to the Office of
Security, a component of the housekeeping part of the agency, the M&S
Directorate. Counterespionage policy
and some actual operations emanate
from the Counterintelligence (CI) Staff
of the Clandestine Services. As with
the bulk of espionage activities, however, most operations are carried out
by the area division (Far East, Westem Hemisphere, etc.), which are also
responsible. The area divisions tend
to see espionage value or informationgathering value in counterespionage
operations, which are referred to in
CIA files as joint FIICI projects--F1
(Foreign Intelligence) being the Clandestine Services’ euphemism for espionage.
Almost every CIA station or
base overseas has one or more officers
assigned to it for counterespionage
purposes. The first priority for these
counterspy specialists is to monitor
agency espionage and covert-action
operations to make sure that the opposition has not penetrated or in some
other way compromised the activity.
All reports submitted by CIA case
officers and their foreign agents are
carefully studied for any indication of
enemy involvement.
The counterintelligence men know all too well
that agents, wittingly or unwittingly,
can be used by the KGB as deceptions
to feed false information to the CIA,
or employed as provocations to disrupt carefully laid operational plans.
Foreign agents can also be penetrations, or double agents, whose task it
is to spy on the CIA’s secret activities.
When a double agent is discovered in
an operation, consideration is given to
“turning” him--that is, making him a
triple agent. Or perhaps he can be
unwittingly u&l to deceive or pro-

voke the opposition.
If a KGB officer tries to recruit
a CIA staff employee,
the
counterespionage experts may work
out a plan to entrap the enemy operator, then publicly expose him or
attempt to “turn” him. Or they may
encourage the agency employee to
pretend to cooperate with the Soviets
in order to learn more about what kind
of information the KGB wants to collect, to discover more about KGB
methods and equipment, or merely to
occupy the time and money. of the
KGB on a fruitless project. CIA
counterespionage specialists do not
necessarily wait for the KGB to make
a recruitment effort, but instead may
set up an elaborate trap, dangling one
of their own as bait for the opposition.
Further, beyond safeguarding
the CIA’s own covert operations,
counterespionage officers actively try
to penetrate the opposition services.
Seeking to recruit agents in Communist and other intelligence services,
they hope both to find out what secret
actions the opposition is planning to
take against the CIA, and to thwart or
deflect those initiatives.
Counterespionage, like covert
action, has become a career specialty
in the CIA; some clandestine operators do no other type of work during
their years with the agency. These
specialists have developed their own
clannish subculture within the Claridestine Services, and even other CIA
operators often find them excessively
secretive and deceptive. The function
of the counterespionage officer is to
question and verify every aspect of
CIA operations; taking nothing at face
value, they tend to see deceit everywhere. In an agency full of extremely
mistrustful people, they are the professional paranoids. It is commonly
thought within the CIA that the Counterintelligence Staff operates on the
assumption that the agency--as well as
other elements of the U.S. govemment--is penetrated by the KGB. The
chief of the CI Staff is said to keep a
list of the fifty or so key positions in
the CIA which are most likely to have
been infiltrated by the opposition, and
he reportedly keeps the persons in
those positions under constant surveillance. Some CIA officers speculate-and a few firmly believe--that the only4
way to explain the poor performance
next
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in recruiting Soviet agents--and con&&estine
operations in general against the
U.S.S.R.--is that KGB penetration
inside the agency has been for years
sending back advance warnings.
MORE KGB IN CIA THAN
AMERICANS
a

your central Intelligence service
than Am&am,
me entire thrust
American
a

the the U,N, t&w control (which
is NOW).]
Many experienced CIA operators believe that counter-espionage
operations directed against opposition
services receive a disproportionate
amount of attention and resources
within the Clandestine Services, for
even if a spy were recruited in the
KGB (which almost never happens),
he would likely be of less intelligence
value than a penetration at a similar
level elsewhere in the Soviet
ment or Communist Party. To be
sure, the spy could probably provide
the CIA with some information on
foreign agents working for the KGB,
perhaps the type of intelligence received from them and other foreign
sources, and maybe a,few insights $0
KGB operations against the United
States and other countries. But he

would know little about the intentions
of the Soviet leadership or Moscow’s
mi1iw md nuclear secrets-4he most
crucial information of all to those
officials responsible for looking after
the national security of the United
States. The KGB officer, like most
clandestineoperators, is usually better
versed on developments in foreign
countries than those in his own nation.
Although it is interesting to know
what the KGB operators know and
how they acquired their knowledge,
that in itself is of little significance in
achieving U.S. intelligencegoals. The
justification for the counterintelligence
effort, although usually couched in
intricate, sophisticated argument,
amounts to little more than “operations for operations’ sake”. Admitt&lY, there Can ~CaSiOn~lY be a
sitive intelligence windfall from a
counterespionage operation; an agent
recruited in a foreign service may
have access to information on his own
Plans.
Penkovsky, who was In Soviet I&
itary intelligence (GRU), provided his
British and American case officers
with reams of documents concerning
the Soviet armed forces and their
advanced weapons-development programs, in addition to clandestine operational information and doctrine.
Agents working for other foreign services have from time to time made
similar, although less valuable, contributions. But the CIA’s preoccupahn With this tYF Of &‘bStine oPeration, often to the exclusion of a
search for more important secrets, is
at least questiontbF;

quite obviously,
is the most
counterespionage-oriented of all the
area divisions. The rationale generally given for this emphasis is that it is
nearly impossible to recruit even the
lowest-level spy in the U.S.S.R. because of the extremely tight intemalsecurity controls in force there. Among
the few Soviets who can, however,
move about freely despite these restrictions are KGB and other intelligence officers. They are, furthermore, part of that small group of
Soviet officials who regularly come in
contact with Westerners (often searching for their own recruits). And they
are among those officials most likely
to travel outside the Soviet Union,
where recruitment approaches by CIA
operators (or induced defections) can
more easily be arranged. Being the
most accessible and least supervised
of all Soviet citizens, KGB officers
are, therefore, potentially the most
recruitable.
Outside the Soviet Union, according to the SB Division’s rationale,
recruitment of non-KGB agents is almost as difficult as in the U.S.S.R.
Most other Soviets, including the highest officials,

are usually under KGB

surveillance; they travel or live in
groups, or are otherwise unreachable
by the agency’s clandestine operators.
Once again, it is only the opposition
intelligence officer who has the freedom of movement which allows for
secret contact with foreigners. The
division’s efforts are therefore concentrated on seeking out potential
agents among the KGB.
There is much truth in the
Soviet Bloc Division’s view of this

remembered, was turned away when
he first tried to defect.
To be sure, there is reason for
extreme care. Most Soviet defectors
who bolt to the West are greeted by the
agency with great caution because
they may be KGB deceptions or
provocations. The clandestine operators are so unsure of their ability to
evaluate the intentions and establish
the legitimacy of most defectors that
the CIA has set up an inter-agency
committee within the U.S. intelligence community to review all defector cases. This bureaucratic layering
not only works to reduce the number
of defectors accepted by the U.S.
government (perhaps wisely), but also
serves to spread the blame if mistakes
are made.
Despite the CIA’s extreme
caution, however, a few defectors,
some of them KGB undercover officers, have managed to accomplish
their goal of escaping and establishing,
as it is known in the clandestine trade,
their i!x9nizj2es,in spite of the agency’s
doubts. Svetlana Stalin succeeded
simplybecausetheCIAofficersonthe
scene in India, with the encouragement of Ambassador Chester Bowles,
refused to be held back by the SB
Division’s bureaucratic precautions.
***
It has been well established
that the CIA cannot spy, in the
sical sense, against its major target,
the Soviet Union. Nor does the CIA
seem to be able to conduct effective
counterespionage (in the offensive
aspect) against the Soviets. It even has
difficulty dealing with the gratuitous
opportunities

presented

by walk-ins

operational problem, but the fact that and defectors. Much of this obviously
the agency’s operators have recruited can be attributed to the inherent diffiCIA’S SOVIET BLOC DIVII---no high-level Soviet spies and in- cul ties involved in operating in a closed
SKIN
cludedalmost no significant defection societyliketheU.S.S.R.‘s,andagainst
Within the Clandestine Ser- from the U.S.S.R. in well over a a powerful, unrelenting opposition
vices, the Soviet Bloc (SB) Division, decade raises serious questions con- organization like the KGB; and some
ceming the CIA’s competence as a of the lack of success can, too, be
clandestine intelligence organization. explained by the CIA’s incompetence.
But there is more to the failure against
m: No,
the Soviet target than insurmountable
security problems or ineptitude. The
CIA’s Clandestine Services are, to a
is
largeextent, fearful of andeven intimidated by the Soviet KGB because they
haveso frequentlybeenoutmaneuve~
l-hisfull color poster of sananda was
*by it.

paintedby artist, RandallB. Singleton.
[tis a life-like portrait masterfully creed and a wonderful art piece that will
special meaning to your home,
office,
meeting room. The
posteralsOmakes an excellent giA %I
l?iends,family or co-workers.
$15.00
16” x 20”

Govern- CIA: PRIVATE ARMY
ADMINISTRATION
30
years.] In fact, since the early 1960’s
there have been practically no CIA
attempts to recruit a Soviet agent, and pose
only, a handful of defection inducements; Oleg Penkovsky, it must be
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The Greens discuss their involvement
with extraterrestrials and their communication with Hatonn. This is an
introductory lecture that covers all
aspects of Earth man’s transition.

$20.00...3
George covers his background, and
involvement with extraterrestrials. He
gives facts on economic collapse and
details on how you can protect yourself. Desiree’ introduces some of the
cnrrent Cosmic knowledge contained
within the JOURNALS,

George gives information about his
involvement with Billy Meier. Includes photographs of craft taken by
Meier and portions of live footage of
craft, plus more.

$22.00...1
#2
George discusses his history of ET
involvement and UFO investigation.
The Global economic/political conspiracy. Desiree’ discusses The Law
of One, Creation and OUTpersonal
responsibility in our soul’s progres-
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Most Soviet spying successes
against the major Western powers
have involved penetrations of their
intelligence services. The KGB, with
its origins in the highly conspiratorial
czarist secret police, has often appeared to professional observers to be
more adept at penetrating foreign intelligence organizations than in recruiting ordinary .spies.
Most notorious among the
KGB’s infiltrations of Western intelligence (at 1-t those that have been
discovered)
was Harold “Kim”

over twenty ypas while a very highranking of&&l of Britain’s Mj43.-In
his memoirs (unquesti:>nably full of
KGB disinformation) Ph:lby expressed
little professional respect for the CIA’s
talents in counterespionage.
But he
did admit that it was an agency officer
(ironically, an ex-FBI agent) who ultimately saw through his masquerade
and was responsible for exposing him
to British authorities.
There have
been several other highly damaging
KGB penetrations of British intelligence, French and German intelligence, and the services of most of the
smaller N.A.T.O. countries.
And
KGB agents have been uncovered on
several occasions in U.S. intelligence
agencies, including the National Security Agency, several of the military
security agencies, and the intelligence
section of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
But as far as is publicly known,
no career officer of the CIA has ever

terespionage specialists compileadamage report assessing how much information has been revealed to the sub-

ject and the possible repercussions of
such disclosures on other CIA activities.
agency
Similarly,
counterespionage officers participate
in the preparation of damage reports
when a penetration is exposed elsewhere in the U.S. intelligence community.
LT. COL.

WHALEN

One such report was prepared
in cooperation with the Defense Department in 1966 when Lieutenant
Colonel W. H. Whalen, aU.S. Army
intelligence officer working for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, was arrested as
a KGB spy. The investigation disclosed that Whalen had had access to
almost all the U.S. national intelligence estimates of Soviet strategic
been proved to be an enemy spy. military capabilities during the “misThere have been some odd dismissals sile gap” controversy several years
of clandestine officers from time to earlier. Evidently, he had delivered
time for reasons that have smacked of copies of these top-secret documents

more than mere incompetence or cor- to his KGB employers.
However, the results of
ruption; but none of these has ever
officially been designated as a pen- Whalen’s actions were, upon exetration. On the other hand, foreign amination, as surprismg as they were
agents recruited by the agency have discouraging to U.S. intelligence. A
sometimes been found to be working principal reason why CIA and Pentafor an opposition service. Whenever gon analysts believed there was a
such a penetration is discovered in a missile gap during the late 1950’~ and

Philby, who spied for Moscow for CIA operation, the agency’s coun-
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programs what was technically feasible in the field of ICBM develMlY 196O’s‘wa 0~ numerous ref- opment, and having already witnessed

in speeches niade at the time be swing demonstration of SoGet

bY Khrushchev and other Soviet leaders alluding to the development and
deployment of Soviet long-range
nuclear missiles. These announcementst carefuuY limed to corresPnd
to the progressive phases of intercontinental ballistic missileresearch, testing, production, and operational
introduction to the armed forces, were
studied in great detail by the Kremlinwatchers of the U.S. intelligence cornmunity. Learning from American
scientists working on U.S. missile
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Become informed about:
The Truth, The Whole Truth, Nothing But The Truth

Xs volume describes the truth of matters
leavenly and earthly; of the legislative,
udicial -nd executive unlawful functions
If the u. S. Government; of the univqal
:orruption of organized religion; of antiu&ice in the courts of the nation and of
leliberate murderings in the medical sysem.

Read the truth about: the necessity to
return to the U.S. Constitution; Common
Law and Admiralty Law; the power of the
Rockefeller Syndicate; the Khazar Zionists; the real John Birch Society; the corruption of organized religions, the medical and educational systems in the U.S.;
the plan to enslave Americans by a Constitutional Convention called to balance the
budget, and the ones who wish to destroy
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Bilderbergers, the Trilateral Commission
and the Council of Foreign Relations.

When the Federal Re&rve Act is repealed
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Elite this book describes your future and
how you might help change it. The govemmet of the U.S. A. is now firmly in the
hands of the Elitist cartel, including the
world bankers, who are dedicated to the
collapsing of all nations into a One World
Government by the year 2000.
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